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I.

APPENDIX

Glossary
Contracts A mutually binding agreement between two or more persons or entities
where a seller is obligated to furnish the supplies or services (including construction),
and the buyer is obligated to pay for them.
Procurements The procedures for obtaining goods or services, including all activities
from the planning steps and preparation and processing of a requisition, through receipt
and acceptance of delivery and processing of a final invoice for payment.
Government Contracts Agreements that outline business transactions between companies and government entities.
Vendors Organizations that provide goods and services directly to government organizations by responding to solicitations and bidding
Customers Government organizations that contract and purchase goods and services
from vendors through solicitations.
Community Partners Organizations that do not have a contract with the government
to provide goods and services, and that provide support to vendors seeking procurement
opportunities.
Small Business SBF (SBA definitions)1: SB- companies with fewer than 500 employees; SBF- companies with fewer than 100 employees

Bexar County SWMBE Program Glossary of Terms 2
“Availability” means those Companies, SMWBE and non-SMWBE, that have asked
to participate in Bexar County Offices, Departments, Funded Entities and Facilities
purchasing and contracting activities and are identified for the purpose of validating
and documenting the willingness of Companies to participate;
“Certification” means a designation as a HUB, SBE, MBE, DBE, or WBE awarded by
any authorized agency that a company is a for-profit independent operating business that is at least 51% owned, operated and controlled by minority person(s) and/
or a woman or women. The ownership by minorities and women must be real and
substantial.
“Certification Agency” means an authorized local, state, federal or private sector entity that provides certification services, which consist of vendor submittal of a certification application with supporting documentation, review, and often a personal
interview or site visit to validate claims of SMWBE status.
1 SBA.2015.Small Business Profile: Texas. https://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/advocacy/TX/pdf; https://www.sba.gov/advocacy/firm-size-data#ne
2 Bexar County Administrative Policy: Administrative Policy No. 8.0. Revision date August 24, 2004; Effective date October 1,
2004. Retrieved from https://www.bexar.org/DocumentCenter/View/109
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“Contractor” or “Vendor” or “Company” means any person or legal entity who submits a bid or proposal to provide labor, goods or services to the County by contract
for profit; and any person who supplies or provides labor, goods or services to the
County by contract for profit.
“Local Business Enterprise” means a corporation, partnership, sole proprietorship or
other legal entity (including a Joint Venture exclusively comprised of Local Business enterprises, as herein defined) for the purpose of making a profit, that: (A) is
headquartered within Bexar County; (B) has its primary office of operation in Bexar
County; or (C) has a local branch office which is (i) physically located within Bexar
County; (ii) is the primary product or service supplier for the contract; and (iii) has
had twelve consecutive months of operation in Bexar County at the time of contract
award.
“Minority and Women Owned Business Enterprise” or “MWBE” means a sole
proprietorship, partnership, or corporation owned, operated, and controlled by one
or more minority group member(s) or women that have at least 51% ownership. The
minority group member(s) or women must have operational and managerial control,
interest in capital, and earnings commensurate with the percentage of ownership.
“SMWBE” means those companies with a certification designation from an authorized
certification agency as a woman, small or a minority group certification, such as a
Historically Underutilized Business (HUB), or Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
(DBE), or Minority Business Enterprise (MBE), or Women Owned Business Enterprise
(WBE), or Small Business Enterprise (SBE) recognized and approved by Bexar County Commissioners Court.
Any Company not certified as a SMWBE, upon successful completion of an Enterprise
Owner Information (EOI) Form in response to a Bexar County Invitation For Bid
(IFB) or Request for Proposal (RFP), or a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) and in
accordance with Section 9 of this policy, may be identified as a SMWBE, as defined
herein. The Company that is not certified as a SMWBE will be identified in the SMWBE Program Report and encouraged to obtain certification to be included in the
SMWBE goals.
“Minority Group Member” means those persons, citizens of the United States and
lawfully admitted resident aliens, who are defined as Black, African American, Hispanic, Mexican American, Asian American, Asian Pacific American, Asian Indian
American or Native American or any other minority or individual as interpreted by
Bexar County.
“Small Business Enterprise” or “SBE” means a business owner meeting all criteria
outlined in the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) guidelines in 49 CFR Part
26, including the CFR 121 Small Business Administration size standards and DOT
size cap, but personal net worth is excluded.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Schedule of the Survey Study
Budget considerations are always important for public entities and the government
contract and procurement activities undertaken by Bexar County are a major component of its governance on behalf of its jurisdiction. Bexar County continues to develop
those services, and to look for ways to bring the best value into their administration.
In order to itemize Bexar County-funded and UTSA-supported aspects of this study, a
section describing Bexar County-funded and UTSA cost-shared activities (including
labor, materials, and other support) is under separate cover. In the extensive roster of
research activities performed by UTSA for this study, some of the activities did not fall
within the parameters of Bexar County’s contractual funding for the October 2015May 2016 funding period, and were therefore supported by additional UTSA costshare funds as a community service. A calendar list and a table of activities for the
survey study are shown below.
The timeline of the survey study was October 12, 2015 to June 2016 (with report delivery May 31, 2016).3 Post project activity included survey summary preparation, delivered September, 2016, with Commissioner’s Court presentation on January 24, 2017.
The five stages necessary for completion of the survey were:
1. Preparation: Staff was assembled and trained. Field observation was conducted to
uncover new or unlisted businesses. Survey instrument was designed with accepted items and metrics, piloted, adjusted, and validated.
2. Setup and Preliminary Work: Primary data collection was done as well as setting up outlines and schedules for the survey administration, and for geocoding
responses and analytical data in map tools using GIS. Secondary background data
for benchmarking and comparative analysis involved data collection, merging,
cleaning and analysis from several government databases, including correspondence with the Census in relation to the updated Small Business Owner survey.
3. Survey work: Survey was sent out to suitable businesses and feedback was collected and cleaned for analysis. Bexar County asked that instead of mailing print
surveys, survey links would be emailed; this was accomplished through several
waves of email blast. Promotion of the survey was also done through events and
public/private partnerships. CCBR improved response rates by directly contacting potential respondents and by collecting additional respondent comments and
insights for qualitative analysis.
4. Assemblage work: This consisted of collecting survey responses, analyzing survey data, and evaluating results.
5. Editing and Publishing: The report, delivered May 31, 2016, was prepared in
anticipation of 2016 Commissioner’s Court dates for presentation and possible
voting on further actions, such as posting a Bexar.org vendor directory, and planning ongoing survey and reporting activities.
6. A public Summary based on an outline provided by Bexar County was prepared
summer 2016. Presentation of materials to the Court was January 2017.
The team consisted of Principle Investigator, Project Administration, Data Support,
GIS Specialist, Technical Support, Data Management, HW/SW/Internet support, Methodology and Statistical Analysts and other research support staff.
3 As listed in the project contract, Exhibit A; additional materials are in the Addendum to this report, definitions in Summary
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II.

METHODOLOGY

Mapping and Graphics Methodology
An important aspect of this survey study involved mapping San Antonio – New Braunfels Metropolitan Statistical Area (SA-NB MSA), which includes Atascosa, Bandera, Bexar, Comal, Kendall,
Guadalupe, Medina, and Wilson. Mapped information included boundaries of jurisdictions, features
such as roads and landmarks, and data, such as partner locations and survey respondents. In order to
map these geographic locations, databases such as the U.S. Census Bureau and AtoZ Databases were
employed to examine certain variables such as locations of African American churches, identified
African American owned businesses, community organizations and many other community–based
entities. Once the online databases were downloaded, outreach events were planned by location and
by travel with mapping. Locations were identified for event attendance and for meetings with key
leaders in the San Antonio-New Braunfels MSA. Databases and other valuable information gathered
through multiple calling waves that targeted companies located in the SA-NB MSA to confirm locations, ethnicity was collected. The databases often came with latitude, longitude, and various sets of
information, however, these data sets often did not have information for certain categories, such as the
business email, address or name. On top of the gaps in information, some of the databases the team
received were in incompatible format; some databases were pdf files; other excel files had pictures in
the same row as some of the information necessary; other information was misspelled or had strange
symbols; and others had PO Box locations instead of actual addresses. One of the jobs of the GIS researcher was to merge and incorporate the variety of data into standard formatting and types of information so it could be used by other research activities. Tableau was used for some data visualization.
In order to start the mapping process, different databases were set up and broken down into four main
columns: street address, city, state and zip code. Company name and other study- relevant columns
also were standardized. The gathered databases were arranged in this order to package the data for
any type of mapping program.4
Once the data package was ready, the data was inserted into Maptitude 2015, a Caliper™ mapping
software that uses US Streets Geocode Services to locate the addresses. Where addresses were listed
as incorrect by the GIS software, staff searched for correct information through the internet, emailing,
and calling. As soon as addresses were located, the maps were designed according to the information
being portrayed. Some maps only showed the exact location of the businesses, community partners,
etc., and others used the U.S Census tracts of the eight study counties to show different groupings or
categories of companies located throughout the study region. Finally, some of the geocoded points
were layered on the Census tract base maps in order to compare different sets of data and make further analysis on the subject. By following this process, GIS maps were created to assist in understanding data relationships as well as illustrating the values of the data and other features pertinent to the
study.
Sample maps used to plan outreach travel are shown below. One route consists of traveling along
the outer 1604 loop (as seen traveling from A to E) in which can reach 51 contacts. The length of the
route is roughly 32 miles. Another map covers a 29 square mile range, reaching 25 contacts along
the northern part of the 410 loop; the distance is roughly 15 miles. A third map is 8 miles long and
could reach 65 contacts. The same process, setting a boundary and parsing it into manageable sections
for single trip day travel, was done for all areas of the 8-county MSA. A total of 355 businesses were
mapped in order to devise different travel routes for some of the field observations, as shown in Figure 1: Study
Sample Planning Travel Routes. The devised route plans are in blue lines; the blue circle outlining loop 410 is
195 square miles with roughly 100 businesses within the area.
4 CCBR uses several GIS programs for both HTML and Python based applications.
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NAICS Industry Sectors used for the survey study
•

Several types of codes are referenced for use in Government Contracting and Procurement
(GC/P). This study uses NAICS (North American Industry Classification) codes, which designate
what industry a company is in, not what it sells.

•

NIGP (National Institute of Governmental Purchasings’ Commodity/Services Code) is used to
classify the items that are purchased. It was not possible to locate or identify lists of items sold for
each company, so NIPG information is not included in this study.

•

NAICS System codes used for this study are shown below, color coded to illustrate spanning of
one to five Bexar County procurement categories of across the distinct categories of Construction,
Professional Services, Other services, Goods and Services, and Architecture & Engineering. The
NAICS description is included.

ALL
FIVE

NAICS associated with all five procurement categories

FOUR
Const., Arch., Prof. Serv., Goods/Supp.
Const., Arch., Other Serv., Goods/Supp.
Const., Prof. Serv., Other Serv., Goods/Supp.
THREE
Const., Arch., Prof. Serv.
Const., Prof. Serv., Other Serv.
Arch., Prof. Serv., Other Serv.
Const., Arch., Goods/Supp.
Const., Prof. Serv., Goods/Supp.
Prof. Serv., Other Serv., Goods/Supp.
TWO
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ONE

Const., Arch.
Const., Prof. Serv.
Const., Other Serv.
Const., Goods/Supp.
Arch., Prof. Serv.
Other., Goods/Supp.
No color

2123
2361
2362
2371
2372
2379
2381

CONSTRUCTION
Nonmetallic Mineral Mining and Quarrying
Residential Building Construction
Nonresidential Building Construction
Utility System Construction
Land Subdivision
Other Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction
Foundation, Structure, and Building Exterior Contractors

r

,

2382
2383
2389
3219
3231
3272
3273
3279
3311
3315
3323
3339
3342
3345
3371
3399
4232
4233
4234
4235
4236
4237
4238
4842
4889
5112
5121
5311
5313
5413
5415
5416
5418
5617
5622
5629
6113
7115
7121
8112
8133
8134
8139

Building Equipment Contractors
Building Finishing Contractors
Other Specialty Trade Contractors
Other Wood Product Manufacturing
Printing and Related Support Activities
Glass and Glass Product Manufacturing
Cement and Concrete Product Manufacturing
Other Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing
Iron and Steel Mills and Ferroalloy Manufacturing
Foundries
Architectural and Structural Metals Manufacturing
Other General Purpose Machinery Manufacturing
Communications Equipment Manufacturing
Navigational, Measuring, Electromedical, and Control Instruments Manufa
Household and Institutional Furniture and Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturing
Other Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Furniture and Home Furnishing Merchant Wholesalers
Lumber and Other Construction Materials Merchant Wholesalers
Professional and Commercial Equipment and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
Metal and Mineral (except Petroleum) Merchant Wholesalers
Household Appliances and Electrical and Electronic Goods Merchant Whole
Hardware, and Plumbing and Heating Equipment and Supplies Merchant Whol
Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
Specialized Freight Trucking
Other Support Activities for Transportation
Software Publishers
Motion Picture and Video Industries
Lessors of Real Estate
Activities Related to Real Estate
Architectural, Engineering, and Related Services
Computer Systems Design and Related Services
Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services
Advertising, Public Relations, and Related Services
Services to Buildings and Dwellings
Waste Treatment and Disposal
Remediation and Other Waste Management Services
Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools
Independent Artists, Writers, and Performers
Museums, Historical Sites, and Similar Institutions
Electronic and Precision Equipment Repair and Maintenance
Social Advocacy Organizations
Civic and Social Organizations
Business, Professional, Labor, Political, and Similar Organizations
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2362
2372
2381
2382
2383
2389
3219
3273
3323
3339
3371
4234
4238
4422
5413
5414
5416
5417
5418
5617
5629
7115
2371
2372
2381
2382
2383
2389
3231
4232
4233
4236
4238
4422
4532
5112
5151
5221
5223
5239
5241
14

ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING
Nonresidential Building Construction
Land Subdivision
Foundation, Structure, and Building Exterior Contractors
Building Equipment Contractors
Building Finishing Contractors
Other Specialty Trade Contractors
Other Wood Product Manufacturing
Cement and Concrete Product Manufacturing
Architectural and Structural Metals Manufacturing
Other General Purpose Machinery Manufacturing
Household and Institutional Furniture and Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturing
Professional and Commercial Equipment and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
Home Furnishings Stores
Architectural, Engineering, and Related Services
Specialized Design Services
Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services
Scientific Research and Development Services
Advertising, Public Relations, and Related Services
Services to Buildings and Dwellings
Remediation and Other Waste Management Services
Independent Artists, Writers, and Performers
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Utility System Construction
Land Subdivision
Foundation, Structure, and Building Exterior Contractors
Building Equipment Contractors
Building Finishing Contractors
Other Specialty Trade Contractors
Printing and Related Support Activities
Furniture and Home Furnishing Merchant Wholesalers
Lumber and Other Construction Materials Merchant Wholesalers
Household Appliances and Electrical and Electronic Goods Merchant Wholesalers
Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
Home Furnishings Stores
Office Supplies, Stationery, and Gift Stores
Software Publishers
Radio and Television Broadcasting
Depository Credit Intermediation
Activities Related to Credit Intermediation
Other Financial Investment Activities
Insurance Carriers

5242
5313
5411
5412
5413
5414
5415
5416
5417
5418
5419
5616
5617
5619
5622
6111
6113
6116
6117
6211
6212
6213
6215
6221
6239
6241
6242
6244
7111
7113
7114
7115
7121
7131
7139
8131
8132
8133
8134
8139

Agencies, Brokerages, and Other Insurance Related Activities
Activities Related to Real Estate
Legal Services
Accounting, Tax Preparation, Bookkeeping, and Payroll Services
Architectural, Engineering, and Related Services
Specialized Design Services
Computer Systems Design and Related Services
Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services
Scientific Research and Development Services
Advertising, Public Relations, and Related Services
Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Investigation and Security Services
Services to Buildings and Dwellings
Other Support Services
Waste Treatment and Disposal
Elementary and Secondary Schools
Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools
Other Schools and Instruction
Educational Support Services
Offices of Physicians
Offices of Dentists
Offices of Other Health Practitioners
Medical and Diagnostic Laboratories
General Medical and Surgical Hospitals
Other Residential Care Facilities
Individual and Family Services
Community Food and Housing, and Emergency and Other
Child Day Care Services
Performing Arts Companies
Promoters of Performing Arts, Sports, and Similar Events
Agents and Managers for Artists, Athletes, Entertainers, and Other Public Figures
Independent Artists, Writers, and Performers
Museums, Historical Sites, and Similar Institutions
Amusement Parks and Arcades
Other Amusement and Recreation Industries
Religious Organizations
Grantmaking and Giving Services
Social Advocacy Organizations
Civic and Social Organizations
Business, Professional, Labor, Political, and Similar Organizations

2362
2381
2382
2389

OTHER SERVICES
Nonresidential Building Construction
Foundation, Structure, and Building Exterior Contractors
Building Equipment Contractors
Other Specialty Trade Contractors
15

3256
3339
3343
4234

16

4236
4238
4422
4481
4541
4842
4855
5111
5112
5121
5172
5321
5413
5414
5415
5416
5418
5419
5613
5615
5616
5617
5622
6113
6216
6241
7115
7121
7223
8123
8129
8133
8134
8139

Soap, Cleaning Compound, and Toilet Preparation Manufacturing
Other General Purpose Machinery Manufacturing
Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing
Professional and Commercial Equipment and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
Household Appliances and Electrical and Electronic Goods Merchant Wholesalers
Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
Home Furnishings Stores
Clothing Stores
Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses
Specialized Freight Trucking
Charter Bus Industry
Newspaper, Periodical, Book, and Directory Publishers
Software Publishers
Motion Picture and Video Industries
Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite)
Automotive Equipment Rental and Leasing
Architectural, Engineering, and Related Services
Specialized Design Services
Computer Systems Design and Related Services
Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services
Advertising, Public Relations, and Related Services
Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Employment Services
Travel Arrangement and Reservation Services
Investigation and Security Services
Services to Buildings and Dwellings
Waste Treatment and Disposal
Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools
Home Health Care Services
Individual and Family Services
Independent Artists, Writers, and Performers
Museums, Historical Sites, and Similar Institutions
Special Food Services
Drycleaning and Laundry Services
Other Personal Services
Social Advocacy Organizations
Civic and Social Organizations
Business, Professional, Labor, Political, and Similar Organizations

1152
2123
2362
2371
2382
2383

GOODS & SUPPLIES
Support Activities for Animal Production
Nonmetallic Mineral Mining and Quarrying
Nonresidential Building Construction
Utility System Construction
Building Equipment Contractors
Building Finishing Contractors

2389
3231
3241
3252
3253
3254
3255
3259
3261
3311
3312
3326
3327
3331
3333

Other Specialty Trade Contractors
Printing and Related Support Activities
Petroleum and Coal Products Manufacturing
Resin, Synthetic Rubber, and Artificial Synthetic Fibers and Filaments
Pesticide, Fertilizer, and Other Agricultural Chemical Manufacturing
Pharmaceutical and Medicine Manufacturing
Paint, Coating, and Adhesive Manufacturing
Other Chemical Product and Preparation Manufacturing
Plastics Product Manufacturing
Iron and Steel Mills and Ferroalloy Manufacturing
Steel Product Manufacturing from Purchased Steel
Spring and Wire Product Manufacturing
Machine Shops; Turned Product; and Screw, Nut, and Bolt Manufacturing
Agriculture, Construction, and Mining Machinery Manufacturing

3345

Commercial and Service Industry Machinery Manufacturing
Ventilation, Heating, Air-Conditioning, and Commercial Refrigeration
Eq
Other General Purpose Machinery Manufacturing
Computer and Peripheral Equipment Manufacturing
Communications Equipment Manufacturing
Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing
Navigational, Measuring, Electromedical, and Control Instruments
Manufa

3351
3359
3361
3363
3364

Electric Lighting Equipment Manufacturing
Other Electrical Equipment and Component Manufacturing
Motor Vehicle Manufacturing
Motor Vehicle Parts Manufacturing
Aerospace Product and Parts Manufacturing

3371
3372
3391

Household and Institutional Furniture and Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturing
Office Furniture (including Fixtures) Manufacturing
Medical Equipment and Supplies Manufacturing

3334
3339
3341
3342
3343

3399
4231
4232
4233
4234
4235
4236

Other Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Parts and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
Furniture and Home Furnishing Merchant Wholesalers
Lumber and Other Construction Materials Merchant Wholesalers
Professional and Commercial Equipment and Supplies Merchant
Wholesalers
Metal and Mineral (except Petroleum) Merchant Wholesalers
Household Appliances and Electrical and Electronic Goods Merchant
Whole

17

18

4237
4238
4239
4241
4242

Hardware, and Plumbing and Heating Equipment and Supplies Merchant Whol
Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
Miscellaneous Durable Goods Merchant Wholesalers
Paper and Paper Product Merchant Wholesalers
Drugs and Druggists’ Sundries Merchant Wholesalers

4246
4247
4249
4411
4412
4413
4441
4511
4512
4532
4541
4842
5111
5112
5121
5172
5179
5321
5411

Chemical and Allied Products Merchant Wholesalers
Petroleum and Petroleum Products Merchant Wholesalers
Miscellaneous Nondurable Goods Merchant Wholesalers
Automobile Dealers
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Automotive Parts, Accessories, and Tire Stores
Building Material and Supplies Dealers
Sporting Goods, Hobby, and Musical Instrument Stores
Book Stores and News Dealers
Office Supplies, Stationery, and Gift Stores
Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses
Specialized Freight Trucking
Newspaper, Periodical, Book, and Directory Publishers
Software Publishers
Motion Picture and Video Industries
Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite)
Other Telecommunications
Automotive Equipment Rental and Leasing
Legal Services

5412
5413
5415
5416

Accounting, Tax Preparation, Bookkeeping, and Payroll Services
Architectural, Engineering, and Related Services
Computer Systems Design and Related Services
Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services

5418
5419
5611

Advertising, Public Relations, and Related Services
Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Office Administrative Services

5616
5617
5621
5629
6241
6244
8111
8112
8123

Investigation and Security Services
Services to Buildings and Dwellings
Waste Collection
Remediation and Other Waste Management Services
Individual and Family Services
Child Day Care Services
Automotive Repair and Maintenance
Electronic and Precision Equipment Repair and Maintenance
Drycleaning and Laundry Services

III.

AABE DEFINITION

No additional information in Appendix; see: Summary for discussion.

IV.

CERTIFICATION & OWNERSHIP IDENTIFICATION PROGRAMS

Certifications
Below is a guideline to assist with understanding certification processes. Please refer to the South
Central Texas Regional Certification Agency (SCTRCA) or the entities listed below for the most
current information. The Texas Comptroller, TxDOT, and Bexar County SMWBE website have
current downloadable listings. All information provided below has been either summarized or taken
directly from the respective certifying agencies’ website.
Certifications Simplified:
o For businesses looking to work within the San Antonio-New Braunfels MSA, getting both
HUB and SWMBE certified through SCTRCA would be most convenient. One application5
will get the business HUB certified and SWMBE certifications of the applicant’s choice,
the applicant may select up to 12 certifications. All paperwork is the same and only differs
by corporation, limited liability co., and partnerships. This application is free to businesses
headquartered within SCTRCA’s jurisdiction.
o At the end of the month, SCTRCA submits the list of new HUB-qualified businesses to Texas
Comptroller of Public Accounts to be entered into their HUB directory. It is recommended
to register for the Centralized Master Bidders List (CMBL).6 There is a $70.00 annual fee
associated with the CMBL as SCTRCA does not handle these applications.
o If the business is specifically geared toward the HUB certification, a business can apply directly with the Texas Comptroller. Again, $70.00 is the CMBL registration fee.
• Already SWMBE Certified: The Texas State Comptroller has certification agreements with certain local governments and nonprofit organizations such as SCRTCA
that may automatically receive HUB Certification if the business is still HUB-eligible
and has applied to be in the HUB Directory.7
• Already 8(a) certified or DBE Certified through TUCP (Texas Unified Certification Program): There is a streamlined process that requires less documentation than
filling out the entire application and can yield SWMBE certifications (up to 12). If a
business has been certified by the TUCP (Texas Unified Certification Program), that
business can receive a SCTRCA issued certification by submitting the requested documents that are on page 10 of the SCRTCA application.8
• Applying for the 8(a) or WOSB (Women-Owned Small Business) Programs: The
8(a) Program (Business Development Program) aims to assist small disadvantaged
businesses over a nine year period.9 The application process requires a profile for
the SBA General Login System and may take up to 90 days to process.10 For the
WOSB certification, the information is self-reported. From the time the information
is submitted.11 Both of these certifications are free, unless outside help is hired to help
compile documents.
5 http://www.sctrca.org/documents/New%20Application.pdf
6 https://mycpa.cpa.state.tx.us/tpasscmblsearch/CmblHubSearchResult.do
7 http://comptroller.texas.gov/procurement/prog/hub/certagreements/
8 http://www.sctrca.org/documents/New%20Application.pdf
9 https://www.sba.gov/contracting/government-contracting-programs/8a-business-development-program/how-apply/steps-applying-8a-program
10 https://www.sba.gov/contracting/government-contracting-programs/hubzone-program/frequently-asked-questions
11 https://www.sba.gov/contracting/government-contracting-programs/women-owned-small-businesses
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South Central Texas Regional Certifiation Agency - SCTRCA Certifications 12
When getting certified through SCTRCA, there are two options available. One can choose a Disadvantage Business Enterprise (DBE) certification, to include Airport Concession Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (ACDBE) certification or choose the Business Enterprise Certification
(SWMBE) to include: SBE, MBE, WBE, VBE, AABE, ABE, HBE, NABE, DIBE, and ESBE
certifications.
There is no processing fee if the applicant is within the following counties: Atascosa, Bandera, Bexar, Caldwell, Comal, Frio, Goliad, Guadalupe, Hays, Karnes, Kendall, Kerr, McMullen, Medina,
Uvalde and Wilson. Except for AC/DBE, applicant fees outside of the listed counties may be $250.
Small Business Enterprise Application (SBE)
Fee: Free, if the business is in Bexar or surrounding counties
Processing Time: It can take up to 60 days13
Renewal: Every two years
Requirements:
• SBE

•

o

A business that does not exceed the Small Business Administration’s size standards,
which vary by work category. Information about each category and size standard can be
located by going to http://www.sba.gov/size/indextableofsize.html.

o

An SBE eligible business whose annual revenues and number of employees are no
greater than 25% of the Small Business Administration’s size standards is eligible for
ESBE certification and will only hold this certification from the SCTRCA for five years.
Information about each category and size standard can be located by going to http://
www.sba.gov/size/indextableofsize.html.

W/MBE (Women/ Minority Business Enterprise)
o

Firm must be at least 51% owned and controlled by a minority or women individual(s)

The minority or women owner(s) must be an United States Citizen or lawfully admitted
permanent resident of the United States
o Firm must be organized as a for-profit business
o

Disadvantage Business Enterprise (DBE)/ACDBE 14
Fee: Free, if the business is in Bexar or surrounding counties
Processing Time: Up to 90 days
Renewal: Must be renewed annually through SCTRCA
Eligibility:
• 51% owned, managed and controlled by one or more socially and economically disadvantaged individual(s)
• Must be a small business as defined by Small Business Administration (SBA)
• Personal Net Worth Limit: $1.32 million
• Gross receipts must not exceed $23.98 million averaged out over three years
• Firm must be organized as a for-profit business
12 http://www.sctrca.org/certifications.asp
13 http://www.sctrca.org/faq.asp
14 http://www.sctrca.org/faq.asp
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HUB (Historically-Underutilized Business) 15
Fee: HUB Certification is free, the CMBL has annual registration fee is $70.00
Processing Time: 90 days for HUB certification. After having paid the registration fee, the CMBL
profile takes about 30 days to process to activate.
Renewal: This certification is valid for 4 years, provided that business continues to meet the eligibility requirements.
Requirements:
• is a for-profit entity that has not exceeded the size standards prescribed by Texas Administrative Code, 34 TAC §20.23, and has its principal place of business in Texas, and
• is at least 51% owned by an Asian Pacific American, Black American, Hispanic American,
Native American, American woman and/or Service Disabled Veteran, who reside in Texas
and actively participate in the control, operations and management of the entity’s affairs
Information:
• If a business is already certified though SCTRCA (other organizations are also eligible),
they can automatically be HUB certified if:
o The certifying entity determines that the business is HUB-eligible, and
o The certifying entity submits the business´ information to the Statewide HUB Program
for approval and inclusion in the HUB Directory.
• A business must be listed in the HUB Directory in order for it to be recognized as a HUB
HUBZone 16

Figure 2: HUB Zone Map of San Antonio
This is a HUBZone map of San Antonio.17 The orange areas are HUBZone qualified for these
types of contracts, whereas gray areas do not qualify.
15 http://comptroller.texas.gov/procurement/prog/hub/
16 https://www.sba.gov/contracting/government-contracting-programs/hubzone-program
17 http://map.sba.gov/hubzone/maps/
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Requirements:
o “The business must meet one of the following ownership and control requirements:
o Owned and controlled at least 51% by U.S. citizens
o Wholly owned or owned in part by one or more Indian Tribal Governments or by a corporation
that is wholly owned by one or more Indian Tribal Governments
o An Alaska Native Corporation (ANC) owned and controlled by Natives or a direct or indirect
subsidiary corporation, joint venture, or partnership of an ANC
• Wholly owned or owned in part by a Community Development Corporation (CDC)
• A small agricultural cooperative or a small business concern wholly owned or owned in
party by one or more small agricultural cooperatives
o Except for certain concerns owned by Indian Tribal Governments, all other small businesses must have a principal office located in a qualified HUBZone.
o At least 35% of all of its employees must reside in a HUBZone. Reside means to live in
a primary residence at a place for at least 180 days, or as a currently registered voter, and
with intent to live there indefinitely.”
LGBTBE Certification 18
Fee: Proof of National Gay and Lesbian Chamber of Commerce (NGLCC) affiliate chamber
membership OR $400 non-refundable processing fee
Processing Time: From 7 to 90 days19
Renewal: Must be renewed annually, for $200. The certification lasts for two years from date
granted, recertification is required on a biannual basis.
Requirements:
o Majority (at least 51%) owned, operated, managed, and controlled by an LGBT person or
persons who are either U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents
o Exercises independence from any non-LGBT business enterprise
o Has its principal place of business (headquarters) in the United States
o Has been formed as a legal entity in the United States
8(a) Program through SBA 20
Fee: Free
Processing Time: Application takes up to 90 days to review
Requirements:
• “Firms that are owned and controlled at least 51% by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals.
• Participants can receive sole-source contracts, up to a ceiling of $4 million for goods and
services and $6.5 million for manufacturing. While we help 8(a) firms build their competitive and institutional know-how, we also encourage you to participate in competitive acquisitions.
• 8(a) firms are also able to form joint ventures and teams to bid on contracts. This enhances the ability of 8(a) firms to perform larger prime contracts and overcome the effects of
contract bundling, the combining of two or more contracts together into one large contract.
Also, see the Mentor-Protégé Program for more information on allowing starting 8(a) companies to learn the ropes from other more experienced businesses.”

18 http://www.nglcc.org/get-certified
19 http://nglcc.org/sites/default/files/NGLCC%20SDI%20FAQ%20update.pdf
20 https://www.sba.gov/contracting/government-contracting-programs/8a-business-development-program/about-8a-business-development-program
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Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Business Enterprise (SDVOBE) 21
Eligibility:
• “The Service Disabled Veteran (SDV) must have a service-connected disability that has
been determined by the Department of Veterans Affairs or Department of Defense
• The SDVOSBC must be small under the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) code assigned to the procurement
• The SDV must unconditionally own 51% of the SDVOSBC
• The SDVO must control the management and daily operations of the SDVOSBC
• The SDV must hold the highest officer position in the SDVOSBC”
SBA Application
Information

https://www.sba.gov/contracting/government-contracting-programs/service-disabled-veteran-owned-businesses
http://www.gsa.gov/portal/category/108235

8(m) Women-Owned Small Businesses (WOSB) 22
Fee: Free if self-certifying, fee associated with third parties
Processing Time: Self-reported when information is uploaded to the system
Eligibility:
• Meet small business size standard for primary NAICS code and contract
• At least 51% unconditionally and directly owned by women who are U.S. citizens*
• The woman must manage the day-to-day operations
• The woman must make the long-term decisions for the business
• A woman must the hold highest officer position in the company
• This woman must work at business full-time during normal working hours.
• No minimum amount of time for the business to be operational
• Personal net worth (assets minus liabilities) is less than $750,000 excluding:
o Ownership in business and primary personal residence
o Income reinvested or used to pay taxes of business
o Funds reinvested in IRA or other retirement account*
o Transferred assets within two years if to or on behalf of immediate family member
for select purposes**
• Adjusted gross income average over three years is $350,000 or less excluding:
o Income reinvested or used to pay taxes of business
• Fair market value of all assets is $6 million or less
• odds of winning contracts by otherwise similar firms that were not identified as WOBs
SBA Application
Information
Third party Certifications

https://certify.sba.gov/
https://www.sba.gov/contracting/government-contracting-programs/women-owned-small-businesses
• US Women’s Chamber of Commerce
• Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC)*
• National Women’s Business Owners Council (NWBOC)
• El Paso Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

African American Business Enterprise (AABE)
Please see Survey Summary for information.
21 https://www.sba.gov/contracting/government-contracting-programs/service-disabled-veteran-owned-businesses
22 https://www.sba.gov/contracting/government-contracting-programs/women-owned-small-businesses
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V.

ANALYSES AND RESULTS SUMMARY

Survey of Business Owners (SBO)
http://www.census.gov/econ/overview/mu0200.html 23
PURPOSE
The Survey of Business Owners (SBO) provides the only comprehensive, regularly collected source of information on selected economic and demographic characteristics for businesses and business owners by gender,
ethnicity, race, and veteran status. Title 13 of the United States Code authorizes this survey and provides for
mandatory responses.
COVERAGE
Included are all nonfarm businesses filing Internal Revenue Service tax forms as individual proprietorships,
partnerships, or any type of corporation, and with receipts of $1,000 or more. The SBO covers both firms with
paid employees and firms with no paid employees. The SBO is conducted on a company or firm basis rather
than an establishment basis. A company or firm is a business consisting of one or more domestic establishments
that the reporting firm specified under its ownership or control.
The data are compiled by combining data collected from businesses and business owners in the SBO with data
collected from the main economic census and administrative records.
Business ownership is defined as having 51 percent or more of the stock or equity in the business and is categorized by:
•

Gender: Male; female; or equally male/female

•

Ethnicity: Hispanic; equally Hispanic/non-Hispanic; non-Hispanic

•

Race: White; Black or African American; American Indian or Alaska Native; Asian; Native Hawaiian or
Other Pacific Islander; some other race; minority; equally minority/nonminority; nonminority

•

Veteran status: Veteran; equally veteran/nonveteran; nonveteran

•

Publicly held and other firms not classifiable by gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status

Firms equally male-/female-owned, equally minority-/nonminority-owned, and equally veteran-/nonveteran-owned are counted and tabulated as separate categories.
Businesses can be tabulated in more than one racial group. This can result because:
•

the sole owner reports more than one race;

•

the majority owner was reported to be of more than one race;

•

a majority combination of owners was reported to be of more than one race.

The detail may not add to the total or subgroup total because a Hispanic firm may be of any race, and because a
firm can be tabulated in more than one racial group.
The sum of the subgroup detail for Hispanics, Asians, and Native Hawaiians and Other Pacific Islanders may
not add to the total if no one subgroup owns a majority of the firm, but a combination of these subgroups owns a
majority. In this case, the firm is included in the Hispanic, Asian, or Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
estimate, but is not included in any of the subgroup estimates.

23 The content of this Appendix section is taken entirely from the Census website and edited for this document format.
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CONTENT
Estimates include the number of employer and nonemployer firms, sales and receipts, annual payroll, and employment. Data aggregates are presented by gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status for the United States by
2012 North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), states, metropolitan and micropolitan statistical
areas, counties, places, and employment and receipts size.
The SBO covers 20 NAICS industries, except those classified as:
•

Crop and Animal Production (NAICS 111, 112)

•

Rail Transportation (NAICS 482)

•

Postal Service (NAICS 491)

•

Monetary Authorities-Central Bank (NAICS 521)

•

Funds, Trusts, and Other Financial Vehicles (NAICS 525)

•

Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and Similar Organizations(NAICS 813)

•

Private Households (NAICS 814)

•

Public Administration (NAICS 92)

FREQUENCY
Data have been collected every 5 years since 1972, for years ending in “2” and “7” as part of the economic census. The program began as a special project for minority-owned businesses in 1969 and was incorporated into
the economic census in 1972 along with the Survey of Women-Owned Businesses.
METHODS
To design the SBO sample, the Census Bureau uses the following sources of information to estimate the probability that a business is minority- or women-owned:
•

Administrative data from the Social Security Administration.

•

Lists of minority- and women-owned businesses published in syndicated magazines, located on the
Internet, or disseminated by trade or special interest groups.

•

Word strings in the company name indicating possible minority ownership.

•

Racial distributions for various state-industry classes and racial distributions for various ZIP Codes.

•

Gender, ethnicity, race, and veteran status responses of a single-owner business to a previous SBO or to
the 2010 Decennial Census.

These probabilities are then used to place each firm in the SBO universe in one of nine frames for sampling:
• American Indian
• Asian
• Black or African American
• Hispanic
• Non-Hispanic white men
• Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
• Other (a different race was supplied as a write-in to another source)
• Publicly owned
•
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The SBO universe is stratified by state, industry, frame, and whether the company has paid employees. The
Census Bureau selects large companies, including those operating in more than one state, with certainty. These
companies are selected based on volume of sales, payroll, or number of paid employees. All certainty cases
are sure to be selected and represent only themselves (i.e., have a selection probability of one and a sampling
weight of one). The certainty cutoffs vary by sampling stratum, and each stratum is sampled at varying rates,
depending on the number of firms in a particular industry in a particular state. The remaining universe is subjected to stratified systematic random sampling.
PRODUCTS
The SBO data sets include all businesses (minority-, nonminority-, equally minority-/nonminority-owned;
female-, male-, equally male-/female-owned; veteran-, nonveteran-, equally veteran-/nonveteran-owned; and
publicly held companies and other businesses whose ownership cannot be classified by gender, ethnicity, race,
and veteran status) and are presented by industry classifications and/or geographic area (states, metropolitan and
micropolitan statistical areas, counties, and corporate municipalities (places) including cities, towns, townships,
villages, and boroughs) and size of firm (employment and receipts).
The SBO data sets also include the Characteristics of Businesses (CB) and the Characteristics of Business Owners (CBO), which present additional demographic and economic information about business owners and their
business activities.
DATA
The SBO data are available on the Census Bureau’s Web site at www.census.gov/econ/sbo. The American Fact
Finder (AFF) system, the Census Bureau’s online, self-service data access tool, allows selective retrieval and
downloading of the SBO data and is available at www.factfinder.census.gov.
USES
Government program officials, industry organization leaders, economic and social analysts, and business entrepreneurs routinely use the SBO statistics. Examples of data use include those by:
•

The Small Business Administration (SBA) and the Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA) to
assess business assistance needs and allocate available program resources.

•

Local government commissions on small and disadvantaged businesses to establish and evaluate contract procurement practices.

•

Federal, state, and local government agencies as a framework for planning, directing, and assessing programs that promote the activities of disadvantaged groups.

•

A national women-owned business trade association to assess women-owned businesses by industry and
area and to educate other industry associations, corporations, and government entities.

•

Consultants and researchers to analyze long-term economic and demographic shifts and differences in
ownership and performance among geographic areas.

•

Individual business owners to analyze their operations in comparison to similar firms, compute their
market share, and assess their growth and future prospects.

SPECIAL FEATURES
The SBO provides the only source of detailed and comprehensive data on the status, nature, and scope of women-, minority-, and veteran-owned businesses.
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Quantitative report
Data collection
Call Waves: Identifying African American Businesses. UTSA’s IED contacted 150 targeted entities as identified with Bexar County’s assistance to obtain vendor and/or members lists. Received
lists were then formatted and cleaned for vendors located within the 8- county MSA. From the
Customers and Community Partners’ List Request, a total of nine lists were obtained including
Bexar County’s SWMBE directory that had ethnic (Black or African American) or certification
identifiers (AABE). Where possible, other publicly available data sources were used to confirm
and triangulate information collected on AABEs. UTSA’s IED searched the internet and other data
directories to verify and obtain valid contact information (e.g., email addresses & phone numbers). AABEs were contacted by phone if 1) the AABE was identified as Black/African American
by their certification or their ethnicity, 2) they had an address (zip code, city or county association)
that was located within the 8-county MSA, and 3) a phone number was provided or obtained.
Contact information was then compiled to create the first wave of calling for the primary purpose
of survey participation, with a secondary purpose of verifying African American owned businesses. After checking for duplicates and removing businesses with no available phone number, a total
of 771 African American businesses were identified.
A second database, AtoZ, was used to identify businesses with NAICS codes within the 5 NAICS
sectors most frequently used by Bexar County. From that database, 1,000 business/organizations
located in high African American population density areas were sampled and called. The primary purpose for calling was to identify African American owned businesses, while the secondary
purpose was to encourage survey participation. For a more detailed explanation, please see the
methodology section of the full report.
Survey emails. During UTSA’s IED Customers and Community Partners’ List Request phase,
organizations that had emails associated with their vendors and/or members were emailed requesting survey participation regardless of AABE identification. UTSA’s IED utilized several efforts
to gain participation in the survey. These efforts included attending and presenting at outreach
events, doing visits to community partners, and other promotional activities, which amassed email
addresses of interested business owners. Additionally, Bexar County’s SWMBE newsletter subscribers were also contacted. In total, 62,227 emails from these various sources were sent out
requesting survey participation. Note, for most of the organizations (n = 61,453) there was no
way to determine if they were an AABE, so the survey was sent to all organizations. Of those sent
emails, 17.3% (n = 10,766) of the organizations actually opened the email. Of those organizations that opened the email, 10.3% (n = 1,103) clicked on the link and 64.0% (n = 706) provided
unique, useable responses. Of those responses, 121 were AABE in the 8-county MSA, 268 were
AABE outside the 8-county MSA, and 317 were non-AABE or unknown. For the purposes of this
document, only AABE results were reported.
Bexar County AABE list. In addition to collecting survey data and providing a written report, as
second study objective was to create an AABE list for Bexar County. This was done by combining
the list of AABEs that completed the survey, the AABEs provided by Bexar County, and those
included customers and community partners. These lists were combined, cleaned, and duplicates
were removed and included a total of 1,968 AABEs.
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Survey development
The survey was developed using a multistage process. First and foremost, items were written and
developed to meet the needs and requirements of the proposal between Bexar County and UTSA.
Second, a detailed literature search was conducted to identify other important factors for African
American and other minority businesses. This literature search also uncovered several previously created surveys that were later modified to fit the needs of the current study. From these two
sources, Dan Sass (who earned his Ph.D. in Measurement and Statistics) and Raydel Tullous (who
earned her Ph.D. in Management Science) created an initial survey draft. This survey was then
reviewed and critiqued by Sheryllynn Roberts (who earned her Ph.D. in Business Administration),
along with several other experts in African American business. Next, the survey was piloted twice
with samples of African American business owners to determine if any important aspects were
missing from the survey and to correct any concerns or confusions (e.g., if they did not understand
a question) they may have had while completing the survey. After making survey changes based
on the aforementioned individual’s feedback, the last stage involved receiving final approval from
Bexar County.
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Figure 3: Flowchart of List-to-Email Process
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Data collection response time and respondent locations
The figure below displays the amount of time required to complete the survey for each AABE by
location. Most respondents (55.0%) took between 11 and 30 minutes to complete the survey. A sizeable percent (14.1%) took longer than 60 minutes to complete the survey, which is likely an artifact
of respondents not submitting their data after a week (i.e., they had one week to enter their data and
click submit before the system automatically submitted their data).

Figure 4: Time for Survey Completion

Table 1: Survey Respondents Classified by AABE & by County
Provides the number and percent of ALL respondents who completed the survey within each classification and county. Based on these counts, most of the AABE were located in Bexar County or
were outside the 8-county MSA. Note, “all organizations” are defined as inclusion of AABEs and
non-AABEs, with results from non-AABEs not provided in this report.
Classification
All organizations
All AABE
AABE in 8-county MSA
County
%
%
%
n
N
n
Atascosa
1
0.1
0
0.0
0
0.0
Bandera
3
0.4
1
.3
1
0.8
Bexar
228
32.3
115
29.6
115
95.0
Comal
2
0.3
2
0.5
2
1.7
Guadalupe
4
0.6
2
0.5
2
1.7
Kendall
4
0.6
0
0.0
0
0.0
Medina
1
0.1
0
0.0
0
0.0
Wilson
1
0.1
1
0.3
1
0.8
Other or missing
462
65.4
268
68.9
0
0.0
Total
706
100.0
389
100.0
121
100.0
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Respondent information
Nearly all AABE respondents from within (n = 118, 98%) and outside (n = 262, 96%) the 8-county MSA were owners or
some had title of authority (e.g., founders, presidents, CEO), with most respondents within (n = 115, 95.0%) and outside
(n = 256, 95.5%) the 8-county MSA being African American. Other AABE demographics are provided below.
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Figure 5: Survey Respondents Gender Classification
Provides respondent’s gender, which indicate a relatively equal percent of male and female across AABE regions

The figures below display the respondent age distribution across AABE regions, with an average age of 49.05 (SD =
10.29) and 49.60 (SD = 10.44) for AABEs in and outside the 8-county MSA, respectively.

T
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Figure 6: AABE Respondent Age Distributions for 8-county
MSA
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Figure 7: AABE Respondent Age Distributions Outside the
8-county MSA

The figure below provides the categorized number of hours each AABE respondent worked per week by MSA region.
Using the raw data (i.e., uncategorized data), the average number of hours worked per week was 46.68 (SD = 20.36) and
49.06 (SD = 17.89) inside and outside the 8-county MSA region, respectively. Note, the large standard deviation indicates
there was a very wide variety of time dedicated to managing/running the organizations.

Figure 8: Number of Hours Worked Per Week by AABEs
The figure below indicates the AABE respondent’s education level by 8-county MSA region, with a larger percent of
respondents earning a Bachelor’s or some graduate degree.

Figure 9: AABE Educational Attainment
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Organizational information
The figures below provide the number of years each AABE was in business, with the data suggesting that most AABE are relative new (i.e., been in business less than 10 years).

Figure 10: Years in Business in 8-county MSA

Figure 11: Years in Business outside of 8-county MSA

The figure below displays the number of organization owners in and outside the 8-county MSA,
with the data suggesting that most AABEs only have one owner.

Figure 12: Number of Owners for AABEs
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Results suggest that most AABEs had a relatively small number of part- and full-time employees.
In fact, a sizeable number of AABEs did not have any employees.

Figure 13: Number of Part-time Workers Employed by
AABEs

Figure 14: Number of Full-time Workers Employed by
AABEs

Table 2: AABE Legal Status by Region

Provides the AABEs legal status by region, with most AABEs comprised of sole proprietorships
and LLCs. These results were consistent in and outside the 8-county MSA.
AABE outside
AABE in

Sole proprietorship
LLC
Corporation
S-Corporation
Partnership
Unknown
Other
Missing

8-county
MSA
n
%
32
26.4
61
50.4
9
7.4
12
9.9
2
1.7
1
0.8
3
2.5
1
0.8

8-county MSA

Sole proprietorship
LLC
Corporation
S-Corporation
Partnership
Unknown
Other
Missing

n
71
114
38
35
7
0
1
2

%
26.5
42.5
14.2
13.1
2.6
0.0
0.4
0.7
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Table 3: AABEs by Industry Classification

The table below indicates the classification that best describes the AABE, with the results suggesting that most AABEs provided professional services, general services, and construction.
AABE in
AABE outside 8-county MSA
8-county MSA
Classification
n
%
n
%
Architecture & Engineering
3
2.5
12
4.5
Construction
12
9.9
31
11.6
Finance, insurance, and real estate
3
2.5
8
3.0
Goods and Supplies
4
3.3
23
8.6
Retail trade
1
.8
5
1.9
Mining
2
1.7
1
.4
Professional services
37
30.6
80
29.9
Services
32
26.4
35
13.1
Transportation, communication, and utilities
2
1.7
13
4.9
Wholesale trade
0
0.0
9
3.4
Other (please specify)
23
19.0
50
18.7
Table 4: Estimated Percent of Revenue by Source

The table below provides the estimated percent of revenue generated by each potential revenue
source, with the numeric values corresponding to the number of AABEs that fell within each classification. Results suggest that most AABE revenue generated is from non-governments agencies,
which implies that very few AABEs are working with any government agencies.
Revenue source
Percent
County
State
Federal
Non-government
AABE in 8-county MSA
0%
69 (57.0%)
68 (56.2%)
63 (52.1%)
1 (8.3%)
1% to 25%
8 (6.6%)
9 (7.4%)
5 (4.1%)
4 (3.3%)
26% to 50%
2 (1.7%)
2 (1.7%)
3 (2.5%)
4 (3.3%)
51% to 75%
2 (1.7%)
1 (0.8%)
2 (1.7%)
7 (5.8%)
76% to 100%
1 (0.8%)
2 (1.7%)
9 (7.4%)
57 (47.1%)
Missing
39 (32.2%)
39 (32.2%)
39 (32.2%)
39 (32.2%)

0%
1% to 25%
26% to 50%
51% to 75%
76% to 100%
Missing
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159 (59.3%)
14 (5.2%)
3 (1.1%)
3 (1.1%)
9 (3.4%)
80 (29.9)%

AABE outside 8-county MSA
147 (54.9%)
165 (61.6%)
14 (5.2%)
7 (2.6%)
10 (3.7%)
5 (1.9%)
3 (1.1%)
3 (1.1%)
14 (5.2%)
8 (3.0%)
80 (29.9%)
80 (29.9%)

25 (9.3%)
12 (4.5%)
9 (3.4%)
9 (3.4%)
133 (49.6%)
80 (29.9%)

G

Table 5: AABE Workforce by Racial Classification

The table below provides the AABE workforce by racial classification, with the numbers corresponding to the number of AABE that fell into each classification (e.g., for the AABEs in the
8-county MSA, the 74 indicates there are 74 AABEs that have 1 to 5 African American employees).
As seen here, most AABEs tend to hire either African American or Hispanic employees.
Racial classification
# of AABE employCaucaees
African Americans Asian
sian
Hispanic
Other
AABE in 8-county MSA
Missing
1
0
0
1
1
Zero
36
112
86
71
71
1 to 5
74
7
26
31
31
6 to 10
7
1
2
11
11
More than 10
3
1
7
7
7
AABE outside 8-county MSA
Missing
0
1
1
1
1
Zero
53
240
178
175
175
1 to 5
175
25
72
81
81
6 to 10
26
1
10
7
7
More than 10
14
1
7
4
4
Government contract status and interests
Table 6: AABE Interest, Certification Status, Registration Status, Bid Submission & Contract Award

The table below provides the number of times AABEs in and outside (in parentheses) the 8-county
MSA reported interest, being certified, registered, previously submitted a bid, and awarded contracts by location. While many of the AABEs are interested in working on government contracts
(especially Bexar County), it is clear that a low percentage are certificated or registered to bid
on these contracts. This likely explains the rather small number of contracts that were bid on and
awarded to AABEs.
Previously
submitted a
bid for conInterested in Certified to Registered
contract work work with
to work
tract work
Previously been awardwith …
ed a contract with …
Location
with ...
…
with …
Atascosa
61 (137)
14 (21)
7 (9)
0 (3)
0 (1)
Bandera
61 (129)
13 (18)
7 (9)
0 (1)
0 (1)
Bexar
108 (186)
54 (30)
51 (28)
23 (11)
15 (3)
Comal
77 (127)
15 (18)
10 (9)
1 (1)
1 (0)
Guadalupe
73 (129)
16 (20)
9 (8)
0 (1)
0 (1)
Kendall
58 (124)
12 (19)
6 (10)
0 (1)
0 (1)
Medina
58 (124)
11 (18)
6 (8)
0 (0)
0 (0)
Wilson
58 (123)
12 (18)
7 (8)
0 (1)
0 (0)
Texas
95 (201)
41 (98)
39 (76)
20 (42)
11 (29)
Federal
87 (183)
33 (65)
27 (51)
17 (28)
15 (18)
Private sector
89 (177)
34 (53)
30 (36)
14 (30)
15 (28)
Other
41 (93)
15 ( 25)
15 (24)
11 (17)
10 (14)
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Table 7: Lists of Certifications Held by AABEs

The table below lists the certifications AABEs received MSA region. Results suggest that a rather
small percent of AABE are certified, which is concerning given that many of these AABEs would
qualify for several certifications (e.g., SBA 8(a) Business, Minority Business, Small Business, AABE
Business).
Certification
AABE in 8-county
AABE outside
MSA
8-county MSA
%
%
n
n
SBA 8(a) Business
16
13.2
18
6.7
Minority Business
78
64.5
161
60.1
Hub Zone Business
49
40.5
80
29.9
Veteran-Owned Business
34
28.1
31
11.6
Disadvantaged Business
44
36.4
73
27.2
Woman-Owned Business
36
29.8
61
22.8
Small Business
75
62.0
89
33.2
Disabled individual
14
11.6
10
3.7
African American Business Enterprise (AABE)
70
57.9
32
11.9
Emerging Small Business Enterprise
1
0.8
1
0.4
National Minority Supplier Development Council
1
0.8
0
0.0
Airport Concessions Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
0
0
2
0.7
Hire Houston First
0
0
3
1.1
National Minority Supplier Development Council
0
0
3
0
Metro and Port of Houston
0
0
1
0
North Central Texas Regional Certification Agency
0
0
2
0
Table 8: Estimated # of Contracts Bid on and Awarded Since 2015 by AABEs

The table below displays the estimated number of contracts (by source) bid on and awarded since
2015 by AABE in and outside (in parentheses) the 8-county MSA region. Again, these results suggest that few AABEs are submitting bids or successful in getting awarded the contract.
Contract source
Category
City
County
State
Federal Private
Other
Estimated number of contracts bid on in 2015
108
100
99 (196) 105 (221)
97 (213)
110 (226)
0
(193)
(196)
1 to 5
11 (40)
13 (21)
10 (43) 15 (22) 13 (26)
7 (21)
6 to 10
6 (9)
0 (4)
1 (7)
5 (6)
5 (11)
0 (2)
More than 10
3 (4)
1 (3)
0 (7)
2 (8)
1 (16)
2 (0)
Missing
2 (19)
2 (19)
2 (18)
2 (19)
2 (19)
2 (19)
Estimated number of contracts awarded in 2015
101
116
111
107
111 (241)
111 (241)
0
(237)
(231)
(237)
(224)
1 to 5
14 (12)
8 (8)
2 (17)
7 (11)
11 (17)
5 (8)
6 to 10
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (0)
0 (1)
0 (4)
0 (1)
More than 10
3 (1)
0 (1)
0 (2)
1 (1)
1 (5)
2 (0)
Missing
3 (18)
2 (18)
2 (18)
2 (18)
2 (18)
3 (18)
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The figures below, in connection with Table 8, provide the total number of bids submitted and
awarded in 2015. As seen here, few AABEs submitted or received government bids in 2015.

Figure 15: Total Bids Submitted by AABEs

Figure 16: Total Bids Awarded to AABEs

In connection with Table 8 and Figures 15 and 16, the figure below provides the percent of bids
that were awarded to each AABE across regions in 2015. Collectively based on Table 8, Figure 15,
and Figure 16, these results suggest that most organizations are not bidding on contracts. Potential
explanations (based on the results below) are these organizations do not feel they can competitively
bid on these contracts due to a lack of experience and lack of capacity.

Figure 17: Percent of Bids Awarded to AABEs Across Regions in 2015
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Table 9: Estimated Number of Contracts Submitted by Source since January 2010 by AABEs

The table below displays the estimated number of contracts submitted (by source) since January of
2010 by AABEs in and outside (in parentheses) the 8-county MSA region. Again, the results imply
that most AABEs have not bid on contracts in the last five years.
Contract source
Category
City
County
State
Federal
Private
Other
0
93 (203) 101 (219) 104 (194) 103 (218) 99 (203)
108 (232)
1 to 5
11 (23)
11 (16)
11 (27)
4 (13)
8 (17)
6 (14)
6 to 10
8 (11)
4 (5)
3 (12)
6 (6)
4 (11)
1 (1)
More than 10
7 (13)
3 (9)
1 (17)
6 (13)
8 (19)
4 (3)
Missing
2 (18)
2 (19)
2 (18)
2 (18)
2 (18)
2 (18)
When asked AABEs interest in working on government contracts and interest in learning more
about government contracts, using a scale from 0 (No interest) to 100 (Extremely interested), most
respondents reported high interest in both areas. Note, the 0 to 100 scale was categorized for ease of
interpretation.

Figure 18: AABEs Interest in Working on Government Contracts
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Figure 19: AABEs Interest in Learning More About
Government Contracts

When asked how familiar AABEs were with government contracts/procurements, using a 0 (No familiarity) to 100 (Very familiar), categorized responses implied that AABEs have a very wide range
of familiarity.

Figure 20: AABE Familiarity with Government Contract Process

Table 10: Source of Leads/Information for AABEs

The table below indicates where AABEs go to get leads/information on contracts/procurements.
These results indicate they use a wide range sources, with the number of responses per category
being rather low.
AABE in
AABE outside 8-county
Lead/information source
Yellow pages
Customer pool
Online listing
Other contractors
Other business owners
State listing
Social media
Supplier
Trade or organization
Business development department
Other

8-county MSA
n (%)
5 (1.5%)
18 (5.5%)
54 (16.6%)
38 (11.7%)
45 (13.8%)
38 (11.7%)
24 (7.4%)
12 (3.7%)
24 (7.4%)
40 (12.3%)
27 (8.3%)

MSA

n (%)
13 (2.0%)
35 (5.4%)
100 (15.4%)
71 (10.9%)
79 (12.1%)
113 (17.4%)
39 (6.0%)
39 (6.0%)
56 (8.6%)
58 (8.9%)
48 (7.4%)
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Table 11: Total # of Sources AABEs Use for Information on Contracts

The table below provides the total number of sources AABEs use to get information on contracts/procurements. These results are concerning given that the total number of places AABEs go to get leads/
information on contracts/procurements is rather dismal.
AABE in 8-county MSA
Number of leads
Zero or missing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

n
11
30
19
27
17
5
7
4
1
0
0

%
9.1
24.8
15.7
22.3
14.0
4.1
5.8
3.3
.8
0
0

AABE outside 8-county MSA
n
32
74
60
45
24
11
10
4
4
2
2

%
11.9
27.6
22.4
16.8
9.0
4.1
3.7
1.5
1.5
.7
.7

Experience and barriers to working with government contracts
Results in this section (see Figures 21-24) suggest a great deal of heterogeneity among AABEs when it comes
to their experience searching for, understanding, gaining information, and applying for county contracts. It is
worth pointing out that a fair number of AABEs that did not answer these questions, thus it is unknown whether
they simply did not want to answer these questions or did not have any experience to answer these questions.
Regardless, it is clear that certain AABEs are much more equipped (e.g., have more experience navigating the
response for proposal and other online information) than others. Figures 25-28 results compliment Figures 2124, with the awareness of the contract process varying greatly across the AABEs in and outside the 8-county
MSA region.
The correlations24 in Tables 12 and 13 imply rather strong relationships between all the experience and barrier
variables, thus indicating that AABEs are generally very knowledgeable and sophisticated when seeking out and
understanding government contracts or would need considerable help to navigate the documentation posted and
understand the response for proposal. Moreover, those sophisticated AABEs generally find the training, information posted, and support offered by the government adequate, whereas less sophisticated AABEs clearly need
more assistance and feel the services provided by the government are inadequate.

24 Note, a correlation measures the strength and direction of the relationship between two variables, with correlations near zero indicating the variables have no relationship with each other and correlations of -1 and 1 indicating the variables are perfectively correlated in a negative and positive
direction, respectively. Based on Cohen’ (1988) tentative guidelines, correlations of |.10|, |.30|, and |.50| are considered small, medium, and large,
respectively.
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The figures below provide AABEs in the 8-county MSA experience on each characteristic when rated
on a 0 (Poor) to 100 (Excellent) scale, which were then categorized into five groups for presentation
purposes.

Figure 21: AABEs Experience with Different Variables of the Procurement Process Within 8-county MSA; Set 1
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Figure 22: AABEs Experience with Different Variables of the Procurement Process Within 8-county MSA; Set 2
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The figures below provide AABEs outside the 8-county MSA experience on each characteristic when rated on
a 0 (Poor) to 100 (Excellent) scale, which were then categorized into five groups for presentation purposes.

Figure 23: AABEs Experience with Different Variables of the Procurement Process Outside 8-county MSA; Set 1

Figure 24: AABEs Experience with Different Variables of the Procurement Process Outside 8-county MSA; Set 2
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The figures below indicate AABEs in the 8-county MSA awareness on each aspect of the contract and
procurement process using a 0 (No awareness) to 100 (Very aware) scale, which were then categorized into five groups for presentation purposes.

Figure 25: AABEs Awareness of Different Aspects of Contract/Procurement Process Within 8-county MSA; Set 1

Figure 26: AABEs Awareness of Different Aspects of Contract/Procurement Process Within 8-county MSA; Set 2
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The figures below indicate AABEs outside the 8-county MSA awareness on each aspect of the contract process using a 0 (No awareness) to 100 (Very aware) scale, which were then categorized into
five groups for presentation purposes.

Figure 27: AABEs Awareness of Different Aspects of Contract/Procurement Process Outside 8-county MSA; Set 1

Figure 28: AABEs Awareness of Different Aspects of Contract/Procurement Process Outside 8-county MSA; Set 2
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Table 12: Correlations between AABEs Experience and Barriers Within 8-county MSA

The table below provides the correlations between their experiences and barriers when working on
government contracts for AABEs in the 8-county MSA.
Quality and awareness
variables
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
1. Sufficiency of online
information related to
-contractors
2. Clarity of online information related to contrac- .91 -tors
3. Ease of completing the
.73 .78 -required documentation
4. Sufficiency of time to
.62 .71 .78 -complete proposal
5. Relationship with
government contracting
.68 .70 .72 .69 -agencies
6. Frequency of trainings
on how to complete con.51 .57 .70 .72 .74 -tracts
7. Adequacy of contract
.73 .73 .75 .68 .76 .67 -advertising
8. Assistance/Guidance
.57 .64 .75 .80 .67 .80 .73 -completing contracts
9. Contract/procurement
.73 .65 .57 .55 .54 .64 .68 .69 -availability
10. Contract/procurement
.72 .69 .70 .59 .61 .71 .73 .70 .86 -procedure
11. Government resources
.64 .59 .66 .60 .69 .75 .66 .76 .79 .84 -available to organizations
12. Advisory services
.62 .52 .63 .53 .51 .58 .56 .74 .71 .71 .78
13. Government spon.65 .56 .62 .52 .52 .71 .63 .77 .76 .76 .84 .85 -sored online material
14. Government spon.58 .49 .54 .58 .40 .58 .51 .76 .69 .64 .76 .80 .89 -sored training courses
15. Non-Government
.44 .45 .59 .58 .52 .73 .49 .76 .60 .60 .69 .66 .70 .67 -sponsored training courses
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Table 13: Correlations between AABEs Experience and Barriers Outside 8-county MSA

The table below provides the correlations between their experiences and barriers when working on
government contracts for AABEs outside the 8-county MSA.
Quality and awareness
variables
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
1. Sufficiency of online
information related to
-contractors
2. Clarity of online information related to contrac- .87 -tors
3. Ease of completing the
.72 .77 -required documentation
4. Sufficiency of time to
.68 .71 .75 -complete proposal
5. Relationship with
government contracting
.58 .64 .56 .57 -agencies
6. Frequency of trainings
on how to complete con.53 .54 .47 .44 .65 -tracts
7. Adequacy of contract
.62 .65 .48 .46 .71 .64 -advertising
8. Assistance/Guidance
.57 .58 .58 .49 .71 .72 .69 -completing contracts
9. Contract/procurement
.59 .61 .53 .49 .50 .39 .50 .43 -availability
10. Contract/procurement
.64 .64 .55 .53 .61 .55 .56 .64 .79 -procedure
11. Government resources
.55 .59 .46 .47 .68 .65 .60 .63 .66 .80 -available to organizations
12. Advisory services
.48 .48 .41 .41 .58 .58 .48 .59 .60 .71 .84 -13. Government spon.56 .56 .41 .42 .61 .59 .57 .60 .61 .76 .84 .82 -sored online material
14. Government spon.56 .57 .45 .47 .59 .63 .54 .61 .60 .74 .82 .82 .88 -sored training courses
15. Non-Government
.53 .52 .40 .40 .50 .63 .52 .55 .62 .71 .69 .73 .74 .82 -sponsored training courses
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Bexar County procurement directory
The figures below indicate the current awareness of and potential interest in the proposed Bexar
County Procurement Directory among AABEs, implying very few knew it was being created but almost all of them would like to be included in it.

Figure 29: AABEs Awareness of Creation of Bexar County Procurement Directory

Figure 30: AABEs Interest in Being Included In Bexar County Procurement Directory
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Organization capacity
It is apparent from Figure 15 data that AABEs display a wide range of exposure to working capital,
resources, experience, and partners; however, the one issue that influences a large proportion of the
AABEs is working capital. The results in Figure 35 indicate that a very large percent of the organizations would be significantly impacted if an organization did not pay an invoice of $25,000 for six
months, with 43.5% provided a score 90 or above. This is further supported by the results in Table
13, as about half (50.4%) of organizations are only suited to absorb a contract between $5,000 and
$15,000. Associated with Figure 35, results in Figure 36 suggest a wide range of ideal contract sizes
for these organizations. Interestingly, a rather large percent (38.2%) of organizations prefer contracts
less than $50,000; however, a sizeable number (n = 55, 50.0%) of organizations prefer contracts larger than $100,000.
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The figures below indicate AABEs in the 8-county MSA perception of barriers to obtaining government contracts/procurements using a 0 (No barrier) to 100 (Total barrier) scale, which were then
categorized into five groups for presentation purposes.

Figure 31: Perception of Barriers to Obtaining Government Contracts/Procurements for AABEs Within 8-county
MSA; Set 1

Figure 32: Perception of Barriers to Obtaining Government Contracts/Procurements for AABEs Within 8-county
MSA; Set 2
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The figures below indicate AABEs outside the 8-county MSA perception of barriers to obtaining government contracts/procurements using a 0 (No barrier) to 100 (Total barrier) scale, which were then
categorized into five groups for presentation purposes.

Figure 33: Perception of Barriers to Obtaining Government Contracts/Procurements for AABEs Outside 8-county
MSA; Set 1

Figure 34: Perception of Barriers to Obtaining Government Contracts/Procurements for AABEs Outside 8-county
MSA; Set 2
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Table 14: Reasons Given by AABEs Within 8-county MSA Why They Couldn’t Competitively Bid

Provides the reasons AABEs in the 8-county MSA region felt they could not competitively bid on
government contracts/procurements. From these responses, it is clear that AABEs need help understanding the bidding process and how to write a competitive response for proposal. These results
also link to the experience and barriers to working on government contracts section, in that many
AABEs simply lack the experience and knowledge related to government contracts.
Because of the past performance requireNot sure how to engage with prime companies to
ment makes it really difficult for a new
get the past performance as subcontractor in order
company
to gain the experience to competitively bid.
Because of upfront costs
Not sure of the process and qualifications
I feel most contracts are already targeted for Not enough information or logistical support to
a particular vendor before RFP is let.
compete but hope to be able to within a year.
Even though we have found success with
The requirements are written for large companies.
different clients, we still get push back from Most contracts I have bided on are against mancity procurement officers saying if we don’t ufacturers and there is no way I can win against
have enough experience which I totally
them, no protection for small businesses
disagree with
But I’m lacking the experience being an
Our Products usually don’t meet the monetary renew company; it’s difficult
quirement for the formal bidding process
But racial and many other barriers exist
Prejudice
No experience on how to complete an adeSeems like they always want OVER Qualified perquate proposal
sons to do the job
Opportunities have required more working capital
No, not if selection criteria is based off
than available or they require prior involvement
previous experience with a specific governwith the system that is being updated or enhanced.
mental entity or previous (unwritten) relationship with a department.
I believe it is based upon relationships alThe Way the Specs are written
ready formed!
I don’t know how to.
Understanding of process
Need more direction of how things work
Business just started
I need financial help
Various cost
I need more experience.
extremely complicated process
I still need to learn the process better
Not until I can receive proper credentials needed
I’d like to ass more certifications to be more Not familiar with the bidding process
competitive
Lack of Knowledge. Do not know the proNot sure
cess
Need education and training
Not sure how the process works
Because your contracts do not need small
Unfamiliar
insurance agency, due to net of commission.

y
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The figures below indicate the impact on an AABE if a customer did not pay an invoice of $25,000
for six months and the maximum contract the AABE could absorb if not paid within six months, using a 0 (No impact) to 100 (Total impact) scale.
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Figure 35: Impact on AABEs of Customer Not Paying $25,000 Invoice for Six Months
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Figure 36: Maximum Contract Size AABEs Could Absorb if Not Paid in Six Months
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The next figure below indicates the contract size (in dollars) best suited for AABEs. Interestingly,
most AABEs prefer larger contracts; however, if they were not paid in a timely fashion they would
be significantly impacted.

Figure 37: AABEs View of Contract Size Best Suited for Their Organization

Experience with government contracts and certification process
Figures 38 and 39 provide useful findings connected to contract/procurement promoting, simplicity of navigating the contract and certification process, ease of accessibility to getting questions
answered and completing the contract process, and difficulty becoming a certified vendor. Results
suggest there is a wide range of perceptions related to the contract and certification process. Complementary to Figures 38 and 39, Figures 20 and 21 indicate the ease of gaining information about
government contract/procurement opportunities and level of satisfaction working with their government contracts appears to be rather neutral.
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The figures below display AABEs in the 8-county MSA rating, using 0 (Strongly disagree) to 100
(Strongly agree) scale, statements related to their experience with government contracts and the certification process. Note, the 0 to 100 scale was categorized into five groups for ease of interpretation.

Figure 38: AABEs in the 8-county MSA Ratings of Various Statements; Set 1

Figure 39: AABEs in the 8-county MSA Rating of Various Statements; Set 2
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The figures below display AABEs outside the 8-county MSA rating, using 0 (Strongly disagree) to
100 (Strongly agree) scale, statements related to their experience with government contracts and the
certification process. Note, the 0 to 100 scale was categorized into five groups for ease of interpretation.

Figure 40: AABEs Outside the 8-county MSA Rating of Various Statements; Set 1

Figure 41: AABEs Outside the 8-county MSA Rating of Various Statements; Set 2
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P
The figure below display results that indicate the ease of gaining information about government contract/procurement was rather mixed, with most AABEs providing a neutral response.
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Figure 42: AABEs Responses to Ease of Gaining Information About Government Contracting Opportunities

The figure below indicates level of satisfaction AABEs have working on government contracts, with
most AABEs having a neutral rating. Note, the large number of “Not Applicable” occurred because
most AABEs did not go after government contracts.

Figure 43: AABEs Level of Satisfaction Working with Government Contracts
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Preferred methods of communication
When asked what kind of e-mail AABEs use to communicate with their clients, most (82% & 90%
for AABEs in and outside the 8-county MSA, respectively) use a business email address.

Figure 44: AABEs Email Methods

The figure below indicates the number of AABEs that have a website. Based on these results, it is
rather concerning that many (23% & 23% for AABEs in and outside the 8-county MSA, respectively)
do not have a website, which extremely limits their ability to advertise.

Figure 45: AABEs Online Presence - Website
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The figure below displays the type of AABEs website have. Results suggest that most AABEs only
use a standard website that includes information about their organization rather than an interactive/
ecommerce website that allows them to effectively conduct business (e.g., purchase items) online.

Figure 46: Types of Websites Held by AABEs
Table 15: Social Media Tools & Methods of Communication Used by AABEs

The table below indicates the social media tools and methods of communication AABEs use to advertise, educate, and/or communicate with their customers. Results suggest that the most frequently used
tools are email, websites, phone text, Facebook, and LinkedIn.

Facebook
Twitter
YouTube
Website
LinkedIn
Pinterest
Ryze
Webinar
Talkbiznow
Quora
Affluence
Email
Phone text
Google plus
Other
60

AABE in 8-county MSA

AABE outside 8-county MSA

n
59
34
19
79
53
10
1
15
6
2
1
96
63
32
12

n
99
66
26
147
112
13
2
18
6
2
2
178
91
67
20
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Table 16: Social Media Tools & Methods of Communication Preferred by AABEs

The table below indicates the social media tools and methods of communication AABEs
would prefer to use to learn more about government contracts/procurements and training information. In general, these appear to mimic those methods of communication in Table 15.
AABE in 8-county MSA
Media tool
Facebook
Twitter
YouTube
Website
LinkedIn
Pinterest
Ryze
Webinar
Talkbiznow
Quora
Affluence
Email
Phone text
Google +
Don’t know
Other

n
35
26
26
60
44
15
6
43
10
9
9
73
34
20
10
7

AABE outside 8-county
MSA
n
62
38
35
123
70
14
9
61
17
6
9
143
55
52
16
9

Table 17: Internet Providers Used by AABEs

The table below indicates AABEs internet providers, with results suggesting that Cable and Fiber
has being the most popular. To accompany those providers, many also had a wireless system.
AABE in
8-county MSA
AABE outside 8-county MSA
Internet provider
n
n
Cable
52
94
Dialup
2
2
Dish
2
5
Fiber
27
30
Satellite
9
13
Wireless
83
147
None
3
8
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General comments from respondents
When allowing AABEs to add general comments about things that were not addressed in the survey,
the qualitative comments were rather diverse. However, three general classifications were created in
attempt to separate these comments into groups. These include Experiences and concerns working
with government contracts (see Table 18), General recommendations (see Table 19), and Miscellaneous comments (see Table 20).
Table 18: Survey Participants’ Open-Ended Responses Associated With Experiences and Concerns Working With Government
Contracts

I plan to go after more government contracts in the future.
However, last year my experience with the process led me
to feel like I wouldn’t be able to dedicate the time it took
to keep going after govt. contracts, and still do all of the
other activities and actions to get the business going. Plus,
it didn’t seem like I had the amount of experience that they
were looking for at the time.

As a new business, it can be difficult trying to
get into contracts of any kind. People are willing to point you in the direction you need to go
but not willing to assist you with the process.
They expect you to know the terminology and it
seems frustrating for people to answer questions
or at least more than one or two.

As a new business owner, trying to get a government contract the hardest thing is learning how
It would be nice to see more opportunities with the Bexar
to set up a bid proposal. The past performance is
County for administrative work. Constantly I see opportu- what stops me from gaining contract opportuninities for construction work, and this is the same for the city ties. Networking is fine but it hard to get mentorship to help a new owner. If there was a class
of San Antonio. It was 5 years before I saw a solicitation
posted for anything related to administrative work and that that can help offer some Q/A. For me I would
was for temp employees. My biggest barrier in working with like to sit and talk to someone that is going to
the city or the county is a lack of diversification in solicita- mentor me. The federal 8a program has mentor
tions. It’s also difficult to provide an option for my company program but you have to be in the 8a to get in
to be a sub-contractor when I don’t even know what agen- the program. I don’t understand that. The State
has a mentor program but there are no working
cies are interested in being the prime.
numbers for me to speak to someone. So for the
last year it has been very difficult.
Though, I appreciate my business being recognized. I’m
Fairness in awarding of contracts. Even allowing
amazed that I can receive all the surveys and no bid solicitato bid on government contracts.
tions.
I do look into government contract because they can be
complicated and very time-consuming. Many times the
RFP’s are too specific and the amount of time given to prepare isn’t enough. To get more minority vendors involved
in the process, I feel a Bexar county Focus Group should be
created to identify specific vendors with specialized services
and match with Govt agencies so they can develop a working relationship. NMSDC conducts a workshop annually
called FACETIME; this workshop matches Corporations wo
are looking for specific minority vendors and they are given
required information needed to get business from those
Agencies. I currently work with department through UTSA
Health Science Center prior to be acquired by the UTSA
HSC; the agency was independent and the procurement
process was simple. The process for 2016 will change and
become more complicated.
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Bids sent in are competed with large companies
with the resources and the inside information
to win. Small companies lack the experience
required by many of the solicitations so we are
eliminated from the start. Would like to see
more small businesses awarded city, state and
federal contracts with large companies more dependent on developing the small contractor. The
indication that the contract must contain 33%
minority owned contractors does not help the
smaller contractor; it only allow us to do small
finishing work at the end of the contract. This is
when large contractors pay attention to meeting
the minority work requirements.

t

A Pre-Bid meeting with Bear County was discouraging as
there was a Clear and Strong Comment discouraging Local
Small Businesses from Participating in a Large IT Contract. This was communicated from the CIO of Bear County and the Senior Manager of the Procurement Department.
Question: “Being aware that there are Large Vendors in
this room from all over the United States, Is there a “Local
Small Business” Preference and/or a SWMBE preference
associated with this RFP?” CIO & Procurement manager
Answer: “NO, There is no preference or incentive at all.”
Group in the Room: “SILENCE” Room Interpretation: The
Winning Bid will come from a Fortune 100 Company like,
IBM, ATT, HP, Dell, Microsoft, furthermore the winning
company has no incentive or implied responsibility to engage with any “local businesses” or “local subcontractors”.
My Interpretation: Thank you, I’ll have to Beef up my team
members if I want to be involved in this Contract, or the
next. I am not discouraged at all. I know what I have to do
if I want to be prepared for the next contract. I appreciate
the frankness and the information. I will continue to grow
my capacity and gain teaming partners to win future Bids.

Table 19: Survey Participants’ Open-Ended Responses Associated With General Recommendations

Have set aside for small businesses. Help by giving
small and minority business set asides

I appreciate this survey. The one thing that I think is
important (I’m sure this must be difficult) is having
people that can help move the technology forward
faster with government organizations. Requiring
Faxes and Internet Explorer, these are outdated technologies that can slow down/ complicate bidding and
responses.

San Antonio has numerous resources
that seemingly overlap. I would love
clarity on what each service center
provides for business development
and contract procurement.
I think there should questions related to federal certifications, such as
Section 8(a) program.
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Table 19: Survey Participants’ Open-Ended Responses Associated With General Recommendations Con’t

I think this is a good initiative to find out what issues
affect minority small business owners in San Antonio
but it is about time that a few solutions are implemented. I want to give my small business the opportunity
to apply and participate in the same contracts that other non-minority small business owners have. We know
we can get the work done, on-time and under budget.
We just need the opportunity.

I would like to see if the insurance
contracts be broken down and allow
agents to compete with large corporate companies. I notice that for
years/decades you have used the
same agency. The current agency should not be allowed to block
out other agency from obtaining a
quotes. Also net of commissions
and bonus paid to agents keeps
small business from competing. Are
excluded insurance Professional Services and goals.
Some Ideas and Suggestions to improve the process:
I find it VERY VERY difficult to
1. Public Agencies should do a better job of informing grow my business because ALL
unsuccessful bidders on the reasons for their non-sethe incentives all the tax breaks go
lection. 2. Large, multi-year procurement opportuto big business. I find it difficult to
nities should have “mandatory” pre-bid meetings to
access money to buy vehicle(s) pay
ensure sub-contractors are able to communicate with for equipment; to hire an employee
actual prime vendors directly; e.g. at these pre-bid
seems impossible because pay is
meetings prime vendors would have dedicated table
low high turn very no good salary
space after the formal pre-bid and be “required” to
or benefits to offer!!!!!!!!.. (not even
meet (network) with subs in attendance. 3. The goal
able to offer health benefits to ownsetting process in most public entities is “flawed”.
er)... ..pay workers comp, liability,
4. The internal selection process (selection team)
pay roll taxes, taxes taxes taxes...
for selecting professional service contractor’s needs
material, overhead..cpa, just ridicuto be vastly improved. 5. More emphasis should be
lous the “hoops” i.e. paperwork we
place on Contract Compliance involving prime/sub
do to get certified and to end up rerelationships with respect to (a) prompt payment (b)
ceiving nothing.. yet we pay MORE
substitution (c) retainage amount - release of retainthen our fair share in Taxes only for
age. 6. Minority Businesses should be consulted for
big business to continue to benefit....
their input when procurements specifications are being How do I receive incentives and
developed.
tax abatement’s..... via doing great
business with our government!!!
That’s my story and I am sticking
to it!!!!!....SMALL BUSINESS is
Drowning!!!.... WE Need Help[!!!!
I am new to the bidding/procurement process. I would Being a veteran owned business
love to have additional information for training to
should only require a DD214 sent
learn proper procedures to acquire this knowledge. I
in. Being a minority owned business
would like to get additional training on the bidding
should only require a driver’s liand procurement process.
cense or some form of ID that shows
ethnicity i.e., passport, birth certificate. Being disabled a paper from
the VA.
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Table 20: Survey Participants’ Open-Ended Responses Associated With Miscellaneous Comments

How can we learn about and apply for additional education / training opportunities with Bexar County? Our
company belongs to a collaboration of about 10 individual
companies (known as Phenomenon210) that can collectively / successfully fulfill educational and training services for Bexar County. How might we advertise various
programs and upcoming events: 1. Dollars for Scholars
(2016 - 17) 2. College in Our Community College Fair
(September 2016) 3. Phenomenon 2016 (November 2016).
How might we bring awareness to our non-profit company: Tech Skills on Wheels? It is designed to function as
a mobile technical laboratory that emphasizes the STEM
curriculum (and help close the gap in Information Technology) throughout San Antonio and surrounding areas.
(Some mobile libraries engage the community in this same
manner.)

I would like to find out if there are
any procurement funds to help our
media stations provide programming
to the underserved African American
community in San Antonio. There are
currently no R&B stations in the market that serves this community and the
only Gospel station in the area has a
poor signal that doesn’t reach the entire city of San Antonio. I would like
to find if opportunities exist to secure
funds to purchase and initially run an
FM station in this market or ways that
I can enhance my websites to help fill
this void.

Need assistance gaining entrance into city market for com- Will these contracts involve specifpetitive bidding and acquisition of contracts. Need to get
ic populations? I’m only interested
started building reputation and brand n contracting.
in working with high functioning
individuals who do not have severe
mental illnesses.
I am a veteran and would like to take advantage of any/all Why is that the SBA never has any
opportunities available
money to lend to minorities in San
Antonio?
I may have missed it however; I did not a question relating
to mentor protégé opportunities. In addition, there are a
significant number of veterans who are also African American. I did not see this address. What will be the ultimate
outcome of this survey?
That was an interesting question about how the effects of
not getting paid for months effect your company.
On a scalable capacity the local staffing agencies
No this was a great survey. I instruct on two college campuses in their school of business outside of running my
small business. I see the lack of information on a daily
basis. I’m also the founder of ROOTS which is a local FB
and meetup that does training and classes around building
solid business structures.

How does this survey specifically address the County’s desire and solution
to promote Black Owned Businesses?
There are not many opportunities that
pertain to my field. Also, those that
do require prior experience working
government contracts.
Easy access to funds to help small
businesses
Generally, we work as a subcontractor to a major GC. The treatment of
small subs by GC’s could be difficult
at times due to unfair practices by
Project Management and Estimators.
There is the face the GC’s tell the
government officials and the actual
practices we experience from GC’s
and Owner Buyers.

In general, my products are not sought on a contractual
basis. Many state, federal, and local organization miss the
opportunity to use us as a source for HR initiatives, Employee/customer Appreciation, or business gifts.
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Qualitative feedback and themes
These tables of notes from field visits and outreach events summarize comments made during interviews. Due
to privacy issues, only interviewee type is labeled.
Customers
Field Visit
Field Visit
Field Visit
Field Visit
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Notes on Comments
solicit thru bills and website; their services are done in house; contract out for big city projects; Most businesses are local
buy board was listed on a white board
informed us that NB utilizes co-ops, the city puts ads in the local newspaper, also uses TXMast, DIR, and BuyBoard. City also has interlocal agreements
overwhelmed; Again reiterated that they followed all gov’t procurement regulations. Also
told us that we could get information from open records. Said solicitations are placed in
newspaper. Follows all municipal laws and abide by purchasing laws.

Field Visit

understood that the mentality of the people (Black business owners) is that the government is
corrupt and that the county does not want to do business with them (Black business owners).

Field Visit

procurement process starts with the council approving a solicitation and then sending out the
bid to the city’s bid list. All bids must be hand delivered to the city. Notification of winning
bid by fax or mail. Didn’t know how many bids the city does. Internal staff fulfills most of
their needs unless it’s a big project

Field Visit

follow city ordinances and laws; Uses TX BuyBoard and newspaper for advertising, try to
buy local when they can, want bonded and liability covered vendors; business development
resources provided by city, he said the city doesn’t have a program for businesses and gov’t
contracting; some small businesses on city contracts; city has a lot of internal staff that can do
work projects for the city aka a lot of projects are done in house; have a facility dept that can
handle city needs (plumber, electrician, carpentry, IT specialist); intralocal agreements ;

Field Visit

seemed extremely suspicious; referred us to Judge’s office and Co. Auditor

African American Business Owners
Outreach

Notes on Comments
AABO was excited at the study; referred us to PTAC for additl’ plug-in

Outreach

Process is too cumbersome... Availability issues and capacity issues. Ppl don’t want to wait

Outreach

Information, the information is not out front, the second is believing the information is for
them. -she didn’t want to take the survey. (healthy lifestyle promoter/motivational speaker)

Outreach
Outreach
Outreach

You’re not gonna get 3 black companies to work together on a project. Hispanics and blacks
sure. But not 3 black companies. Mentality issue. Capacity issue. Don’t have enough money
to go out of their small circle.
Systemic problem. Done by design. Not full disclosure of process
Disparity between the type of businesses black ppl have and the type of businesses that are
wanted for govt contracting

Outreach

“You can’t say the opportunities aren’t there”. The oppts are there. But it’s the process that
can be scary for ppl. We have to educate. Who’s gonna do the hand holding? Industry leaders,
those who are already in the business. Also touched on the type of business that BOBs have.

Outreach

Taking ppl away from their business and to walk them thru the process, and paperwork. The
myth is it takes a lot of money and time to manage a business and that deters ppl from starting the paper.

Outreach

Education issues of knowing about the programs that are available to help financially.

Outreach
Outreach

Outreach
Field Visit
Field Visit

Outreach

Outreach

“There’s a lot of business to be had but if you’re not at the table you’re not gonna get your
slice.”; Once you’re in the water in SA, it’s easy to navigate. We’re only 6% of the population. So we know. Word of mouth is essential.
Certification process is frustrating but it’s something you have to do. Common sense test.
If it’s not common sense, I’m not doing it. You have to play the alphabet soup, belly of the
beast.
During the seminar, the question was asked on how to break into gov’t contracting space as a
brand new business
really enthusiastic about it; willing to share word of mouth
didn’t have time to take the survey, he mentioned that emails are the last thing he looks at
because he’s too busy running his business; He also talked about trust issues and relationship
building with gov’t entities; doesn’t really go out looking for contracts but does have some
catering ones.
showing lack of “floating capacity” and lack of information were top on the list, along with
the time to finish the job; situation when he bid as a subcontractor for a job, he’s not willing
to under pay 6 men to do a job in less days that 3 men can do in a day or two more, at a sufficient pay rate; he wants to make sure he is paying employees at average or above average
wages
completely certified to do all government/city/military contracts; has been in business she has
only obtained one contract (that lasted for 10 yrs) with the military; she wants to know what
she is doing incorrectly.
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Community Partners
Notes on Comments
Concerns over promotional materials regarding familiarity and being
able to identify with the study. Lack of any black community leaders.
Outreach

“who is the community”

Outreach

Issue was paperwork not being filled out properly, then they would
move on to other contracts. Follow instructions, make sure to send it in.
Deadlines are not rolling. Black owned businesses think that deadlines
are rolling and they’re not. Went to all the conferences but very few
AABE visit. And doesn’t know why. Why aren’t the BOBs showing up
and showing their faces. Knowing what to do and someone showing
you want to do. Contracting is a learned process. FAR is a bogie bear(?).
Making sure they’re filling it out. Can’t just go one time, have to make
repeat visits. Declined to take the survey.

Outreach

not that much attendance bc of rodeo and elections

Outreach

Ppl don’t know about business services.
She was excited to hear the study was happening and took materials to
Field Visit share with her network. She was also willing to send out an email blast
with her network.
Outreach

PTAC is a medium between federal, county, local contracting

only format they could give out. When we asked if they could send
Field Visit the
out an email blast on our behalf, he was hesitant
receptive to the survey and in getting the word out; She didn’t
Field Visit really
know which service sector they fell into
Field Visit willing to send out email blast
Facility manager let us leave promo materials, talked about her son facField Visit ing challenges (bc of race?) in getting his degree, now has a business of
his own
Field Visit biggest employers in the area was the HEB and school district
Field Visit don’t really have anything for small business owners; no office
Not very helpful. Said CoC members are paid members and the CoC
Field Visit doesn’t send out email blast.; Didn’t have any other recommendations
for us
atmosphere has improved and increasing so now they have an
Field Visit Business
SBDC office; very friendly; would see if email blast was appropriate
Field Visit office has been newly open and they have been keeping very business.
of their work is local although some businesses do work in SA;
Field Visit most
recommended we try EDC
Field Visit focuses primarily on bringing businesses to their county
is not doing a lot of advocating or development for businesses; no
Field Visit CoC
dedicated staff
Field Visit don’t really work with any gov’t agencies; trying to be more active; referred us to another CP
Field Visit won grant with help of UTSA Rural Development Program
Field Visit no more physical office due to lack of full time staff
Field Visit no longer at online location; could not locate
function of the CoC is to help promote businesses; started lunch
Field Visit main
and learns; tourism is main industry; City sees a lot of turnover
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Outreach

Judge wants to do business with everyone; Need for BOBs to be “educated” on who is trying to help them

Outreach

seemed a little defensive. They asked what the percentage is of BOBs
applying vs winning bids in Bexar Co to justify such a study; Wanted to
see the stats for the gap and how was the gap found. Said issues are the
same for small businesses across the board. Said for small businesses it’s
about networking and putting in your dues with the process and proposals.

Outreach

Response to how to get into space: the panel suggested to find a niche
with not a lot of market interest and not a lot of market entrance

Qualitative comment commentary
As stated earlier, unfortunately, the survey study time period did not allow the team to adequately document or
analyze much of the qualitative information gathered during outreach activities or even from the survey, beyond
basic classification and some thematic identification. However, there is still a rich source of commentary and
feedback in these notes that can be useful for discussion and exploration.
Several categories of remark have been identified; others may be discovered with more in-depth analysis.
High rate of comment feedback
Regarding the survey comments an important note must be made. Normally, comment fields at the end of
surveys, as this one was, are blank. Participants have little to add or to say; if they do leave a note, it is briefly
stated in a handful of words. In this survey, however, a great number of participants left not just brief comments,
but entire sections of feedback. The research team interprets this as evidence of an engaged population and a
sign that the work of the survey- to reach out and connect with the survey population- succeeded. Not only were
comments left on topics, but even if the participant did not have a comment, they left a “no”, “no thank you”, or
other gracious response, such as “no, thank you for considering our information”, “no, thanks for doing this”,
and “no, everything was good.”. This almost never occurs in “last comment” opportunities. Out of 234 comment responses, 153 were statements, and 81 were courtesy “no …” statements.
Similarly, several responses noted that the survey had increased their awareness, that it reflected what they saw
and was relevant, and several people suggested excellent questions to add to the next version.
Education
There were statements that ranged from no knowledge at all and wanting to know how to learn more to some
knowledge and how to use it, to experienced, and needing to know how to achieve better success. Some of those
themes were: learn how, how to get awards, how to find opportunities, award follow-through, and difficulty of
understanding the paperwork and process.
Discrimination
This theme relates to tokenism of subcontractors. The comments here included asking about how to deal with
and what was being done about contractors that use subs to get awards then cut the subs out, as well as issues
about larger companies seeming to receive preferential treatment. Supply chain issues were also named; in one
instance the company had received an award, but without incentives for using the minority business, they had
no customers. There were also issues noted about timing and announcement during the opportunity process, as
well as access to things that support the vendor’s reputation and perceived (by the customer) availability to bid.
“by the time we find out about the RFP it’s too late”, or “ I receive all the surveys, but no solicitations”. Subjective awarding was also noted.
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Mentorship
Several people asked for a mentorship or GC/P apprenticeship program. Related to this were requests for events
and networking.
Certification
Many people said the certification system was too complex- they questioned why there isn’t a single type of
standard and one-stop process that every customer and vendor can use. Some asked about certifications that
were not listed in the survey.
Bonding, Insurance, and other financial topics
A few people commented on the problem of bonding and insurance, both on obtaining and on requirements.
Opportunities and information
The process was noted as time-consuming and difficult “there are too many places to look for potential contracts, all of which have different registration procedures. . . trying to figure out what the procurement office
wants can be frustrating”. Some commented on the need for prior experience, or suggested special award types
designed for newcomers or special groups. One comment opined that procurement specialists (“with the exception of Ms. Watson”) are terrible communicators and interact poorly at events. This gap in the ability of potential vendors to communicate well with customers was repeated several times. Some said it was hard to get in
touch with procurement customer contacts.

VI.

BEXAR COUNTY SMWBE PROGRAMS

No additional information; see: Survey Summary

VII. FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS

While the rest of the report has attempted to be as objective as possible, and is framed from a stance of simple
reporting about the research, this section, while also objective in spirit, has opinions expressed from the perspective of the research team, and from the feedback of participants.
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About the Survey Study and Findings
Spurring discussion on how to better bridge between businesses and the government contract/ procurement
market can help build understanding about who may be interested in pursuing GC/P, may want to add to their
current or expanding portfolio through GC/P, and for customers, can increase understanding about the barriers
to bridging the gap between business and procurement, and about identifying problems businesses have so they
can be addressed and solved. Bexar County and SMWBE specifically show intense interest in feedback from
vendors and potential vendors, going so far as to continually request comments through mini-surveys and events
about procurement processes and structures.
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Although qualitatively, the research team saw evidence of two sides to addressing the GC/P topic during the
course of the study activities (those who drive for social opportunity, and those who drive for business opportunity), it is important to note that the procurement market, even as a constrained market, is an important venue
for economic development and offers an avenue for recycling public monies back into the community through
vendor contracts, project related employment, and supply chains, not to mention the infrastructure and ongoing
services improvements that the awards support for public use.
As research has shown, minority segments have very high rates of entrepreneurship, compared to the rest of the
population, and their companies stay in business, offering goods and services to diverse and widespread markets. The message that students, new business ventures, expanding companies, and experienced labor can take
advantage of GC/P is one that should be promoted.
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The dispersion patterns of Bexar County AABEs across all precincts is a testament to the broad regions of opportunity across the entire county, and that needs to be supported by policy as well as recognized in practice.
By proportion to all businesses, there are a greater number of AABE in the region outside COSA also sets the
stage for county wide economic development support.
Concerning programming, an identified issue is the misuse of minority subcontractors by some contractors who
use them to get bids and then drop the subcontractor from the award, or simply not pay the subcontractor. Policy
for accountability needs to be instituted to enforce honesty and legal business practices related to these matters.
Bexar County, distinct from other customer systems, tracks payments, not just bids, and seeks to increase the
transparency of the structure and process. This needs to continue, not only at the county level, but as an example
for other GC/P customers.
Bexar County has the resources to build and maintain open systems for use not just for the County, but for other
customers that may not have resources and policies, is commendable. The research team urges other customers in the MSA to look at what is offered, and partner with the County to improve and support their own GC/P
structures and systems.
About the Process of the Survey Study
This survey study was a complex investigation that changed several times over the course of conducting it,
and turned into a multi-pronged approach. The mix of activities demanded in the 6-month time frame, some
of which included creating original material, performing extensive outreach and the creating, compiling, and
attempting to validate records not found elsewhere (in addition to maintaining legal privacy and voluntary considerations) was demanding. The additional labor costs incurred by the University stem from the need to address
those demands.
Study course changes during its design and administration:
Study replication
Originally, the request was to replicate the 2014 Kellsion, Kerwick and Butler study that combined an
analysis of the black-owned business portion of the 2007 Survey of Business Owners and a survey from
the perspective of black-owned business across Texas. Such a study would have simply deduced the
survey questions from the original study.25 Although the SBO was scheduled for release by the Census
for August 2015, the release was expected to be late, and conditions were noted in the proposal that the
2015 release of the 2012 SBO data would be used if it were available.26
That original study was to begin in June 2015.
Capacity and availability study
UTSA waited through the summer for the request from the Court to begin, and during that time additional changes were requested. One change was that the study would not replicate the 2007 SBO analysis, but would have new items concerning capacity and availability, and would not be a disparity study.
That request led to an increase of costs due to the need for increased study time and development of
new items, which in turn, led to several discussions about new estimated study costs; UTSA offered to
contribute voluntary cost share on the project.
The Court voted on proceeding with the study in October 2015; unfortunately, some content that was not signed
off by the University in the original proposal was included in the voted contract, and discovered after the survey
study began. This included a payment clause that became problematic, and took several months to work out.

25 After an introduction, the study covers one question per page, with a graph of answers and a short description of the question and
answer range.
26 Some information became available winter 2015-2016.
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Location study; procurement space study

O

Another change was that the researchers were asked to locate, identify, and contact the census of AABEs in the
8-county region that could participate in the survey study.

T

-Although the County offered that such information could be easily obtained from tax and sales data,
the University noted that access to those types of records is outside the legal purview of the research
team and the University and cannot be used by them, although the County, as a taxing body, is able to
use those types of records; any such use would have to be internal to the County and not include the
contracted research team. Another decision was to include all businesses, whether employer or non-employer, and to include businesses that may not be registered with the State27, opening County procurement to everyone.
-The option was taken to use a professional database purchased by the University to identify all businesses and select out those who might be in procurement relative sectors.
-The question then became how to select what businesses could be included in the search, hampered by
a lack of definitive identifiers to separate companies that could work in procurement, as there was not a
definitive list of NIACS codes to use. The research team began extrapolating possible codes, and then,
after the City of San Antonio study was released in fall 2015, decided for consistency sake, to use the
same NAICS listing. That list was created from actual procurement records, and reflected a realistic set
of categories and sector codes.
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-The University pulled 127,000 records which then had to be cleaned of duplicates and corrected; that
process took a large amount of time.28 Concurrently, all known procurement customers were contacted
for their vendor lists (many did not have minority identifiers or policies); those lists and vendor lists
from the County were (sometimes manually) turned into usable spreadsheet formats, and also cleaned
and corrected. These two lists were checked against each other at the end of the study and found to have
very little overlap, suggested there are a large number of ‘hidden’ companies that are not currently active
in procurement, and are not in company listing databases currently available to the research team.
-A listing of community partners and of customers was also compiled. Throughout the study participants
and interviewees suggested individuals and associations to contact for more neighborhood level identification of companies for a snowball effect; these leads needed more time and attention to chase than the
current study parameters allowed, both in time and in labor costs.
-At the end of the study, researchers realized that some companies that are involved in local procurement have official addresses in other parts of the company; business jurisdictions are not equivalent to
government jurisdictions. The research team asked the County if it wanted only AABEs in the 8-county
MSA to be analyzed, or all AABEs; the County noted that the original boundary region was the 8-county MSA, so that was followed, even though it drastically reduced the number of companies analyzed.
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Directory listing
After the survey study began, the topic of a directory of businesses was raised, and almost began to take over in
public discussions as the purpose of the study.
-Although the contract states that lists will be given to the County, there is not mention of delivery of a
directory listing. To be clear, the study purpose was to survey, and any lists that were compiled were to
be turned over to the County. One question on the survey was if the participant wanted to be listed in a
directory and if so, what information would they like to be listed. That volunteered information included
name and contact, only; there were no fields for industry or business type, or minority identifiers in that
question response.

27 A requirement of some other government entities being state registration, the County did not want to limit those who might be able
to use procurement as a business expansion and growth strategy, but are not registered with the state; this is a wise tactic that looks for
entrepreneurship to help develop the procurement market, start businesses, survive, and became employer companies.
28 Even as a purchased data product, the quality of data was very poor; variability of records, inaccuracy of entries, and difficulties in
pulling sets of records demanded high levels of cleaning and coding over several weeks to begin to be useful.
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Outreach study
Three other issues were identified: trust, bias, and networks.
-As part of the need to go out and find businesses not otherwise listed or not networked into normal
marketing efforts for the survey study, and to help build communication and trust between ‘hidden’
businesses and procurement representatives, as well as between procurement customers, the research
team went into the field across the 8-county area to contact community members, make presentations,
set up internet stations for survey participation, and pass out promotional materials. This time-intensive
activity was extremely beneficial, and it allowed the research team to note the wide variety of attitudes,
policies, resources, and partnerships, as well as activities across municipalities, districts, and associations. Potential vendors who were reached through events shared rich information that helped the team
understand underlying contexts and problems.
Unfortunately, the survey study time period did not allow the team to adequately document or analyze that qualitative information, as the focus of the study was on the survey measure data itself.
Race/ethnicity
Newsletter lists were also used for email blasts; however, there were no addresses attached to those emails and
they were sent all over the United States.
-A negative side effect was the receipt by the lead methods researcher and the SMWBE director of many
derogatory emails to the survey contact email address (SMWBEsurvey@Bexar.org), including foul
language and threats.
-Many times, the research team had to reiterate that input from all sides was being asked for, to better
understand the structure and process of those in the procurement space. Potential participants would say
“I’m not black”, or ask why the survey was focused only on blacks, or ask if it wasn’t discriminatory to
focus only on blacks.
-In the survey comments, as well, was a delineation of those who stated that they were white; even
though several questions in the survey gave respondents the opportunity to select a race/ethnicity.
Other race/ethnicity respondents did not comment in this manner.
Meetings were refreshingly honest and open, with hard topics discussed so that a wide array of concerns could
be addressed.
-Although the team met with community leaders, and it was agreed by those leaders that community
information events should be held, none were.
-At some association meetings, clear political and racial issues were voiced. The team was asked many
times why “someone that looks like us” was not on the research team.
Identifying AABE
The effort put forth over the study period was unable to identify AABE businesses representative of the ~7,000
claimed by the Census to be in the 8-county MSA. Numerous technical difficulties were encountered during
the list creation and contact phases of the study, some of which related to technical and materials problems, and
some of which related to policy and ‘people’ problems. A segment of companies was discovered, and relevant
samples were contacted. However, it appears that in order to identify the pockets of ‘hidden’ companies, more
interaction at the community and neighborhood level, including outreach and partnerships is needed. Trust issues were raised not only toward the research and the County teams, but within the AABE community itself.
Programming and partnerships
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Communication and long-term planning to maintain access and momentum will be important in the development of better GC/P systems and participation. In light of the differences between the 2007 SBO and UT survey
concerning company demographics, it is apparent that being a member of an association and being certified has
business-related benefits through networking; of course, membership fees can be expensive. Many respondents
to the survey requested mentoring programs; associations partnering with programs such as the Bexar County
mentoring and workshops is recommended to assist non-member companies and interested venture starters. Of
note, although the County offers a certification workshop, another class fee is refunded upon completion of the
class. Likewise, classes and workshops at no or little cost are available through PTAC and SBDC.

C

Future Research design
For future research, it is recommended that the prongs of identification, contact, outreach, structure and process, education, policy development, and survey be separated into separate studies. The labor, resource and time
needed to create and validate original listings, perform face to face outreach through meetings and travel across
a wide area, and the organizational and analytical attention required should have a more sustainable and longterm schedule and funding.
The prongs include:
•

Identification of companies that align with the ~7,000 count AABEs enumerated by the census in the
8–county MSA, or with other selected groups whether ethnically, industrially, or geographically based,
perhaps on a multi-year cycling basis.

•

Update of survey material, renaming the instrument as “Government Contract and Procurement Survey” to better communicate the 360o view that includes minority and non-minority, as well as customers, community partners and vendors, and an annual cycling of the survey.

•

Contact with company, community partner and customer groups in a non-hurried manner that allows
discussion, education about services and opportunities, long-term and consistent outreach, and information about bonding, insurance, financial and other capacity issues, policy, records and programming
facing both vendors and resource-strapped customers or customers that represent different types of
procurement opportunities, such as districts, municipal, state and federal governments.

•

Continued tie-in of the survey to the annual SMWBE conference, with the inclusion and addition of
community kick-off and promotional meetings held at the association and neighborhood level over
time, to allow building of trust, networks of information and partnerships and further identification of
solutions across the multiple moving parts that are required for the procurement market to operate in a
less constrained manner.
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Concerning future survey processes:
•

The research team recommends that the survey be retooled as a “Government Contracts and Procurement” study, for all organizations, and not labeled for just one group, though collecting data on various characteristics. That way, subsets of data can be studied as required and no group is singled out
As indicated in numerous emails and calls, many people reported negatively about the survey focus.

•

The survey should be revised and shortened to increase the response rate and reduce the amount of
time needed for organizations to complete. In addition, a few items would benefit from being reworded or altering the response scale slightly (e.g., the sliding bar may have caused some people problems).

•

Another recommendation is to keep the survey open year round, decide on a standardized reporting
format and annually promote, perhaps in conjunction with the annual conference, to capture, analyze, and report on data. This would also allow more consistency across years of the information that
is captured through the conference and other outreach efforts, so that long term analytics can show
development and other information. With that said, we recommend that the survey be emailed to
organizations on a yearly basis and Bexar County constantly strives to increase the number of organizations in the directory.

•

A short demographic survey can be cast every summer, with approximately 3-4 questions (e.g.,
ownership information and interest in being on the mailing list) and a hot “current event” question,
to assist with keeping contact, demographic and topical information current as well as promoting
the main survey. This survey would generate a higher response rate (thus more valid data) and allow
for more targeted studies on later dates (e.g., if we only wanted to focus on AABEs than we could
create a more targeted email campaign). An issue with some of the newsletter and email blast lists
was that only email address, no contact information was listed, making it almost impossible to check
recipients with any other lists that were collected. Also an issue was the task of creating a list from a
multitude of sources, without a timely way to validate and standardize the list data. The short questionnaire would assist with list maintenance.
The research team discovered the importance of momentum and consistency in marketing the research, as well as the importance of community leader support for the effort. The team also heard
confusion about the survey from potential participants, and many initially felt their participation was
not important. There was also feedback that the research did not represent them.29 Although “kickoff”
meetings or community announcements were talked about by non-Bexar County leaders, almost no
activities took place, save meetings already planned where the group was invited to present along
with other presenters as part of the normal agenda. Related to this was confusion on whether the
Alamo Black Chamber of Commerce was participating and supporting the research effort or not;
NAACP as a brand was attached to the study, but directly there was no participation by either group
except for initial meetings with a past chamber leader, and attendance at a leaders meeting held with
the County.

•

Policies and Activities across MSA Region Customers
The CCBR team heard distinct needs expressed by business owners for mentorship and relationship building
(trust) in building their own capacity.
Customers offered insight into procurement processes. Of those contacted, many counties and cities responded that they did not have the information requested as their entity did not categorize or classify accordingly. Others responded with requiring open records request, stated they used the Texas Comptroller’s
Historically Underutilized Business (HUB) Directory and Texas Centralized Master Bidders List (CMBL),
29 The team responded that they were simply performing a science function in the research activities, in order to conduct the study,
and sought to encourage promotion and communication of community members.
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or did not maintain a vendor list. Another common response was reiterating that their respective entity abided
by all regulated government procurement procedures. When voiced with suspicion or harshness by customers,
to the researchers, this sounded defensive, as if the entity was trying to avoid being seen as non-compliant; other
times when voiced with tiredness and a lack of knowledge, to the researchers it sounded like the organization
lacked resources and staffing to do more.
Comments from Community Partners were either that they were not interested in providing any assistance to
being really receptive to the study and agreeing to send out information to their wider network. Often times,
when speaking to those receptive to the study, these community partners tended to be the ones that bridged the
gap of information and knowledge pertaining to small businesses. Community partners that served more as a
business networking function and had paid membership tended to be less inclined to send out study materials to
their members when field visits were conducted.
There seems to be a disconnect between the business side and the social side of the African American community in Bexar County. Comments made during outreach events, informal and formal interviews pointed to this
effect. Input from the study’s active supporters turned out to be not as supportive as initially anticipated. The
general sense is that the contracting opportunities are there; however, barriers remain. Lack of trust, knowledge,
types of business the County is looking for versus the type of African Americans businesses were interested in
doing, and cumbersome paperwork processes were mentioned, along with confusion as to why the certification
they already had was not enough.
Formal interviews demonstrated the gap between the social and business spheres, and misrepresentation (not
accurate representation) of African American businesses; the issues were noted as not just an African American
business owner issue (capacity), but exemplified for all small emerging businesses. Issues of subcontracting
and slow payment process (“that’s the real issue”), access to capital, “certifications don’t really help because
small businesses aren’t competitive”; interest in collaboration yet cooperation fraught with problems, i.e., same
bonding and insurance requirements despite only having a small role on the contract; rather be known for the
quality of work rather than a designation (AABE), experience with business oriented groups, up to small business support agencies to advocate, there really isn’t any recourse for small businesses who get thrown out of the
project while on the bid, the need for more mentoring programs are a few of the sentiments expressed.
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Local engagement: Discussion and Interpretation
Across outreach events, field visits, informal and formal interviews, respondents [African American business
owners (AABOs), Community Partners, and Customers] shared their experiences working with, seeking work
from, and/or assisting businesses through the process of government contracting. These interactions provided
insights into government contracting processes, certifications, capacity issues, and views on collaboration.
General Perceptions of Government Contracting:
“It’s a lot of work for something that’s not a sure thing”
In terms of government contracting as a whole, perceptions ranged from 1) viewing government contracting as
an entirely too cumbersome process thus directed their efforts/energy within the private sector, 2) were interested in government contracting but had not yet broken into the space, or 3) had a contract (past or present).
Business owners noted that government contracting is not a small feat. The bidding process from registering
as a vendor, applying for a certification designation, and putting a bid package together is time consuming and
selection can be competitive. One respondent noted that “…there is much less paperwork involved in starting
a business than quitting one.” There were other comments made in regards to the system being rigged or as one
interviewee put it, not being a part of the “good ole boys club”. These include “being dissuaded from bidding”,
“It’s a lot of work for something that’s not a sure thing,” and being “burned by government agencies before”.
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These comments were made from situations where a significant amount of time and energy was spent putting a
bid package together only to find out there was no available funding for the proposed project. Some respondents
discussed the difficulties of breaking into the space. Many, if not all, government contracts require past performance information which emerging small businesses may not have in terms of project scope, i.e. projects are often times too large. Large projects were also seen as a barrier. When asked for a recommendation for alleviating
this barrier, respondents suggested breaking large projects into smaller projects. Breaking projects into smaller
packages would give the opportunity for smaller subcontractors to bid as a prime contractor. One other issue
brought up was the discrepancy between the types of businesses Bexar County seeks and the type of businesses typically owned by African Americans. Many AABOs believed that the African American community had
a negative relationship with the government and this was a systemic issue. Furthermore, several respondents
highlighted that when local government does reach out to AABOs, there tends to be an assumption that AABOs
reside in one locality.
On Contracting Issues:

“You can’t say the opportunities aren’t there”

Three issues were identified regarding contracting: 1) subcontracting, 2) capacity, and 3) collaboration efforts.
With large projects, business owners noted that they could work as a subcontractor under a prime contractor.
However, these types of collaborations are not without issues. One such issue was having to have the same
bonding and insurance requirements as the prime. This issue was seen as being an undue burden for subs, especially when a sub’s work constituted only two percent of a contract. Slow payments were another issue that
interfered with a business’s capacity. Waiting until the completion of a large project to receive payment from
the prime contractor restricted smaller businesses from pursuing other projects. Some respondents suggested a
payment schedule that would allow the subcontractor to be paid once their portion of the project was completed. When asked about the potential for collaborating with other businesses, such as joint venturing or teaming
agreements, one respondent simply stated that “[y]ou’re not gonna get three black companies to work together
on a project, Hispanics and Blacks sure.” This same respondent mentioned that there was a mentality issue but
chose not to elaborate further. While there are barriers to securing government contracts, as one respondent put
it “[y]ou can’t say the opportunities aren’t there;” many others supported this statement.
On Certification Issues:
“[In order to be] half as good as Anglos, you have to be twice as good”
With regards to certifications, on the one hand many expressed frustration with the processes, yet knew that getting certified was necessary to enhance opportunities. One business owner equated the certification process as
the “belly of the beast”. Another interesting perspective was not wanting to be known as an AABE, but rather be
known for quality of work. For example, one respondent noted that “[In order to be] half as good as Anglos, you
have to be twice as good” and that identification as a minority owned business should be secondary to business
reputation. Other comments indicated that certifications can be misused when companies were more concerned
with fulfilling their desire of minority subcontractors to increase contracting opportunities. One example given
was that a prime contractor would include the subcontractor during the bidding process but after the contract
was awarded the subcontractor would be dropped from the project. Furthermore, some respondents did not see
the advantages of AABE certifications. As one business owner remarked, “[i]n 20 years, you’re gonna be as
worthless as a white man.” This respondent believed that contract work was shifting towards women and veteran owned businesses and suggested that contracts be awarded based on ability rather than any other criteria.
On information gaps and education
“Government contracting is a learned process”
Despite the opportunities for government contracting, many respondents regardless of profile, i.e., business
advocate or business owner, indicated that the process of government contracting is not intuitive. Rather the
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process of government contracting has to be taught and learned. One community partner stated that AABEs
tended to not want to disclose their business financials and that keeps them from participating in bidding. Many
respondents acknowledged that putting bid packages together can be overwhelming if a business has never been
exposed to the process before. Another community partner noted that business owners failed to fill out paperwork properly and thought bid deadlines were rolling. This particular community partner could not understand
why so few AABEs attended business conferences, workshops or scheduled meetings with diversity contract
specialist within companies. This respondent also noted that knowing what to do and having someone to walk
AABOs through the process are two different aspects. Two business owners’ comments echoed that of the community partner. While the business owners explained that government contracting opportunities are many, there
is a need for industry leaders, those who are already in business, to help newer businesses. Many respondents
stated there is a general lack of knowledge and information. Specifically, these respondents believed the information was not targeted towards AABOs. One respondent at an outreach event noted that part of the problem
was lack of education and information when it came to government contracting. The respondent further indicated that there is a two part problem, the first is having access to the information and the second is believing the
information was for African Americans. These concerns tie back to the familiarity with government procurement processes, customers and community partners, as well as the previously mentioned issue of the perception
of the government’s relationship with African Americans. Several community partners throughout the study period noted that knowing where and when to seek help was essential. Thus, resources that bridge the gap between
businesses and government contracting such as PTACs, SBDCs, and other community partners are crucial for
the development and growth of AABEs.

P

Qualitative comment commentary

B

As stated earlier, unfortunately, the survey study time period did not allow the team to adequately document or
analyze much of the qualitative information gathered during outreach activities or even from the survey, beyond
basic classification and some thematic identification. However, there is still a rich source of commentary and
feedback in these notes that can be useful for discussion and exploration.
Several categories of remark have been identified; others may be discovered with more in-depth analysis.

A

High rate of comment feedback
Regarding the survey comments an important note must be made. Normally, comment fields at the end of
surveys, as this one was, are blank. Participants have little to add or to say; if they do leave a note, it is briefly
stated in a handful of words. In this survey, however, a great number of participants left not just brief comments,
but entire sections of feedback. The research team interprets this as evidence of an engaged population and a
sign that the work of the survey- to reach out and connect with the survey population- succeeded. Not only were
comments left on topics, but even if the participant did not have a comment, they left a “no”, “no thank you”, or
other gracious response, such as “no, thank you for considering our information”, “no, thanks for doing this”,
and “no, everything was good.”. This almost never occurs in “last comment” opportunities. Out of 234 comment responses, 153 were statements, and 81 were courtesy “no …” statements.
Similarly, several responses noted that the survey had increased their awareness, that it reflected what they saw
and was relevant, and several people suggested excellent questions to add to the next version.
Education
There were statements that ranged from no knowledge at all and wanting to know how to learn more to some
knowledge and how to use it, to experienced, and needing to know how to achieve better success. Some of those
themes were: learn how, how to get awards, how to find opportunities, award follow-through, and difficulty of
understanding the paperwork and process.
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Perceived Discrimination
This theme relates to tokenism of subcontractors. The comments here included asking about how to deal with
and what was being done about contractors that use subs to get awards then cut the subs out, as well as issues
about larger companies seeming to receive preferential treatment. Supply chain issues were also named; in one
instance the company had received an award, but without incentives for using the minority business, they had
no customers. There were also issues noted about timing and announcement during the opportunity process, as
well as access to things that support the vendor’s reputation and perceived (by the customer) availability to bid.
“by the time we find out about the RFP it’s too late”, or “ I receive all the surveys, but no solicitations”. Subjective awarding was also noted.
Mentorship
Several people asked for a mentorship or GC/P apprenticeship program. Related to this were requests for events
and networking.
Certification
Many people said the certification system was too complex- they questioned why there isn’t a single type of
standard and one-stop process that every customer and vendor can use. Some asked about certifications that
were not listed in the survey.
Bonding, Insurance, and other financial topics
A few people commented on the problem of bonding and insurance, both on obtaining and on requirements.
Opportunities and information
The process was noted as time-consuming and difficult “there are too many places to look for potential contracts, all of which have different registration procedures . . . trying to figure out what the procurement office
wants can be frustrating”. Some commented on the need for prior experience, or suggested special award types
designed for newcomers or special groups. One comment opined that procurement specialists (“with the exception of Ms. Watson”) are terrible communicators and interact poorly at events. This gap in the ability of potential vendors to communicate well with customers was repeated several times. Some said it was hard to get in
touch with procurement customer contacts.
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Survey Comments Generally Grouped
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•

The unedited survey comments below were analyzed to create the survey comment themes, topics,
issues, and recommendation table located in the AABE Study Summary. Comments were analyzed and
pulled apart into concepts for coding into that table; that table uses quotes when language was quoted.

•

Survey comments generally grouped in raw format below are loosely organized by a topic, so that the
voice of the participants can be fully communicated in their own context.

•

Comment boxes may have multiple topics and issues reflected in their text that go beyond this simple
organization.

•

Participants used a variety of devices to answer the survey, which may have had an effect on spelling
and sentences used.

F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors

H1. What social media does your organization use to advertise, education, and/or communicate with...-Other (please specify)-TEXT
Associates/Business Owners
Face to Face

F2F, other vendors

Face-to-face & Network Events

F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
online info
online info
online info
online info
paper, print
paper, print
paper, print
phone
phone
phone
phone
phone
phone
software
software
software
software
software
software

Hang with
Lowe’s
Network
networking
networking
Partnership Network
Past Costumer
Referrals
Service Reputation
Trade Fairs
word of mouth
word of mouth
Craigslist
Fed Biz Ops
Indeed
Monster, Zip Recruiter, Indeed, Craiglist
Letters
newsletter
newspaper
Phone Calls
phone calls
telephone
Telephone
Telephone Contact
telephone, letters, conferences
‘Fiverr.com’
go to Mtg
houzz
watsApp
In House Video system
Instagram

software
software
software

all
all
F2F, other vendors

iSqFt
Mobile Websites & Apps
Periscope, Snapchat, Instagram
I were using link and Google after six months nothing happen I haven’t
really been doing anything else with it.
None
none
None
None
None at this time, being a start up, have not invested in this space
None yet because I need to win some contracts first
N/A
EDM
Plan Room promotion/Qualification
H2. What social media tool(s) or methods of communication would you
like to use to gain/learn mor...-Other (please specify)-TEXT
All that will be helpful
what ever is available
Direct contact

F2F, other vendors

In person, events

F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
F2F, other vendors
media
none
online info
online info
online info
paper, print
software
software

more direct communication
Networking with officials
Past Costumer
Trade Fairs
Radio/TV
NA
agency website
Direct Communications on HUB site
Fedbiz
mail
watsApp
WebX

software
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
other
other

good survey
explain link bet
survey, CNTY
and BOB

I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask about?
Everything is good and a very thorough survey.
How does this survey specifically address the County’s desire and solution to
promote Black Owned Businesses?
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to participate in this survey.
Thanks for your interest in making this easier.
This is a very thorough and helpful survey to increase my awareness of resources
I may not be aware of.
well covered / thank you
You captured everything. I look forward to hearing from you guys soon
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bids are opaque;
separate and
simplify scope
and RFP
lack of transparency; bids unclear
bid unclear

no flexibility in
bid process
award inequity

I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask about?
Government bids documentation is very cumbersome to read. Scope of work or
project RFP description is usually not clearly defined and is hidden among pages
and pages of disclaimers. It would be better if it were separate. / I think local
vendors should get priority points over out of town vendors because of the ability
to provide quick service.
The clarity of proposals was mentioned but I want to clarify. Requests for Audio
and Visual services are sometimes unclear. For example, I am a provider of the
services and art within the audio visual sector. There are requests entering the
pipeline that are strictly for AV equipment repair and purchase.
Will these contracts involve specific populations? I’m only interested in working
with high functioning individuals who do not have severe mental illnesses.
I feel in the archaeological/ Cultural Resources Management field, very small
businesses do not have a chance to get state or federal jobs, because the agencies
want experience in that specific location (county), and because we have to list
our employees that we will use on that project, and their experience in each area,
which does not allow for those of use who use contract archaeologists hired on a
project-by-project basis.
Equity in contracts awarded.
F2. Do you feel you can competitively bid for government contracts/procurements?-TEXT

extremely complicated process

extremely complicated process

lack of resources Time restraints and lack of staff
BECAUSE YOUR CONTRACTS DOES NOT NEED SMALL INSURlimited oppty
ANCE AGENCY , DUE TO NET OF COMMISSIONS

cumbersome
process; not
worth it?

cumbersome
process
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I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask about?
I attempted to apply for a state contract to provide services that are well
within my business’ ability, but the number of criteria, specifically IT
security protocols, were not practical for a business of my size. It would
have required procuring at least one IT professional to manage the system and I could not afford that.
I believe that my companies services could significantly improve a vast
number of services and information dissemination as well as make internal management and communication far more efficient and effective.
However, the procurement process means that I have to wait for the bureaucracy’s imagination tot catch up which will never happen. Or, it’ll
go to a company with inside connections. My services are better suited
to solving problems and ameliorating inefficiencies. Problem solving
solutions do not fit in well with the procurement process. For instance,
e could ahve done this whole survey through a mobile device which not
only would be more convenient for the user, but would also get you a
much better response rate. The open rates for emails are about 6%, on
average, but 98% percent of all texts get opened and 95% are opened
withing 90 seconds.

Lack if qualified certified minority contractors is a problem. Also, procedure for completing a Good Faith Effort Plan at bid time is flawed.
cumbersome
There needs to be a bid deadline for numbers...then a second bid deadbid process
line for the GFEP. This will give contractors more time to put the docs
together.
cumbersome
Most contracts are very hard to understand and seem like a waste of my
bid process; not valuable time. I have spent hours on bids that have yielded nothing to
worth it
us.
Overall, the contracting process just feels like a giant maze that you
have to learn how to navigate. / I offer services that I know are in decumbersome
mand
(I’ve been offering them at Chevron corporate, for example). / I’m
bid process;
sure
they
be beneficial to state and federal agencies. But trying
lack of network to find thewould
right person to in each agency who would be interested in
these services just seems impossible.
I find it VERY VERY difficult to grow my business because ALL the incentives all the tax breaks go to big business. I find it difficult to access
money to buy vehicle(s) pay for equipment; to hire an employee seems
impossible because pay is low high turn over no good salary or benefits to offer!!!!!!!!.. (not even able to offer health benefits to owner)...
ridiculous pa..pay workers comp, liability, pay roll taxes, taxes taxes taxes...material,
perwork with
overhead..cpa, just ridiculous the “hoops” i.e. paperwork we do to get
no reward
certified and to end up receiving nothing.. yet we pay MORE then our
fair share in Taxes only for big business to continue to benefit.... How
do I receive incentives and tax abatement’s..... via doing great business
with our government!!! / That’s my story and I am sticking to it!!!!!....
SMALL BUSINESS is Drowning!!!.... WE Need Help[!!!!
I plan to go after more government contracts in the future. However, last
year my experience with the process led me to feel like I wouldn’t be
to dedicate the time it took to keep going after govt. contracts, and
time consuming able
still do all of the other activities and actions to get the business going.
Plus, it didn’t seem like I had the amount of experience that they were
looking for at the time.
In my opinion, the government makes things extremely difficult and
difficult and
tedious
tedious.
*For a sole proprietor to compete for City of San Antonio contracts, the
sections that refer to insurance coverage for business/company drivers
for example, is easy to understand however the other areas referring to
insurance coverage are difficult to understand - such as cyber insurance.
In the job categories my business can work in, these types of insurance
coverages would be better understood if a training course was offered
lack of transto help us understand what the City of San Antonio procurement office
parency; lack
legal and contract staff are looking for to evaluate proposals. / *For a
of edu; lack
sole proprietor to complete lots of paperwork and spend lots of time
of experience;
preparing proposals for Request for Proposal announcements and then
cumbersome
seeing the announcement was cancelled is very frustrating. Also, to see a
process
non San Antonio business win the work is very frustrating when a small
portion of the total points is for local business. / *The mentoring prote
ge program is also confusing. I volunteered to be a mentor and provided
my background and contract award experience. About 6 months later I
was asked to meet and mentor a company. I met with the company owner and found out the company owner and company had more business
experience and more contract wins. /
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hassle for no
reward

impliment improvements in
system
time consuming, expensive

lack of innovation
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I have Bidded on so many state, county and federal contracts since I
opened my business and I have NOT BEEN ABLE TO SECURE ONE.
I am starting to think they ARE ALL RIGGED FOR BIG BUSINEESS
AND SMALL BUSINESS LIKE MINE WILL CONTINUE TO SUFFER. I remember I bided on a courier contract for the PORT OF HOUSTON and it was only like 15,000 and I was the only person to BID on
this conract However, they gave it to a trucking company that made
over 2 million last year while my small business made 240,000 last year
with NO COUNTY, STATE OR FEDERAL CONTRACT. Its just Sad
because they should come out with a rule that if a contract is so many
amounts of dollars they have to subcontract with a DBE or HUB certified business. I have had it with all these rigged state and government
contracts and I am NOT BIDDING ON ANY OF THEM NO MORE
BECAUSE THEY GIVE TO THIER FREINDS ANYWAY. I HAVE
HAD IT
I think this is a good initiative to find out what issues affect minority
small business owners in San Antonio but it is about time that a few
solutions are implemented. I want to give my small business the opportunity to apply and participate in the same contracts that other non minority small business owners have. We know we can get the work done,
on-time and under budget. We just need the opportunity.
If I had the staff and financial resources. I could get things moving
quicker. Having to build a business keeping a day job initially and not
have a large amount of money to get things going quicker is the largest
challenge.
Several times a month I receive an email from Bexar County with an
attachment regarding upcoming bids. There is no other information
except the attachment. The email looks suspicious so I never open it
for fear of getting a virus. Seems like it would not be too much trouble
for the sender to include some type of information about what coming
contracts are up for bids right in the email or attach a link to the website
that clearly indicates it is a link to the County. / / Also, the whole certification and registration process has been a waste of time for my type of
business. I no longer bother. However, that has not held me back from
managers calling and asking to do business with me for smaller contracts that I assume do not require a bid. While I would like more business, the hoops are not worth it for my small business.

I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not
ask about?

unfair bid field;
lack of network
and relationships

Everything happening in the procurement office really works well.
The problem is establishing relationships with the business unit
owners and their teams, prior to a RFP becoming available. It is impossible to win a RFP, if the vendor was not meeting with the business units as they were learning about all the solutions in the market.
When they have a need, they invite multiple vendors on-site to give
a presentation and a demo. Then they write the RFP around all their
ideal features, based on those presentations. While this is happening,
they can ask all the questions they want to develop a closer relationship with their potential vendors, in addition, it gives them time to
become very familiar with their solutions. By the time we find out
about the RFP, there is no way we can compete. The teams cannot
ask us the level of detailed questions, they cannot ask to see a demo,
etc.

not fair

How ridiculous it is that we are not selected on the best firm for the
job, and that race or sex would have anything to do with taxpayer
money.

unfair bidding
process based
on price

My experience over the years with bidding on state contracts is
that the price. I feel as though awards are based on price instead of
building relationships and quality of merchandise.

unfair; but not a
minority

We have an odd problem in dealing with the City of San Antonio.
We are a small specialty firm owned by an older caucasian. We have
dozens of “competitors” who claim to understand lighting, many are
either large engineering firms (think Goetting there in San Antonio)
or minority engineering firms. None of them have any real training in the field of lighting but there is no vetting of credentials on
these projects so whoever spins the best tale wins. / / We have done
several landmark projects there in San Antonio. Terminal B at the
airport,The Alamo shrine interiors and the Tower of the Americas
so when the designers are scared to foul up we might get a call but
in terms of getting regular work we are excluded or lose out to the
last person who claims to design lighting systems.Usually an engineer has a salesperson do the work, seals that work and collects their
check- not really ethical but no one cares actually. The real issue is
the City can save money, energy and reduce waste by doing a project correctly, but if you allow a person ignorant of what constitutes
correct or is making money on the status quo to make the determination you will always get substandard work.

unfair

I don’t know if you asked about what I think about the contract
award problem which is sometimes based on subjective rating. / I
don’t like it because it’s subject to abuse. I lost a job one time where
I was the low bidder and the Owner said he gave the job to someone
else because he didn’t like who I was going to use for sub-contractors. He said he liked the subcontractors proposed by the second
bidder. “not fair” in my opinion.

unfair; need for
small business
considerations

I hope meaningful change comes from the survey. The ground is not
level; regardless, of experience, degrees, and professional achievements. The bias is against new entrants. I appreciate the opportunity
to participate in this survey. / / Thanks, / / Melvin Alexander, CPA,
MBA

lack of transpar- I STARTED DOING INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS BECAUSE I
ency?
COULD NOT SECURE DOMESTIC BUSINESS. /
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lack of oppts;
barrier for new
businesses

There are not many opportunities that pertain to my field. Also,
those that do require prior experience working government comtracts.

barrier for new
businesses

Start-up companies are viewed a lacking ability or experience - as
this may be true in many cases, it is not a fact. How should a startup company market to agencies?

local company
overlooked for
out of state co

The kind of state contracts for the relationship testing we do, was
always given to companies outside the state, and instead of us given
even a small portion of the contract- to small minority business like
us, that never has happened. We are qualified to do the contract and
we have similar national certification and accreditation( AABB and
CAP) , but we have never being awarded anything for the last 20
years!

require Large co VIA seems to make proposals with a percentage for minority busiuse small/min
ness, why can’t the county do the same?
I find it sad that a minority company like ours that have global customers such as Google, Home Away, Valero, could not do the best
for a County. You only get to have the business for a specified time
lack of transand they it goes back out to bid. We would rather have customers
parency when
that appreciate our service and become partners we have for many.
it comes to bid
many years. something that will not happen doing business with
winners
a government entity . By the way we were named supplier of the
year in 2013 and 2014 with SMSDC. Ethics in business award 2013.
We go where we are appreciated.
lack of transpar- I have been applying to bids from all over. I get looked at but they
ency
always say no. So I stopped applying.
We have been discouraged by the lack of access to the bidding process. Buyers use “sole source” with manufacturers whereby eliminating the potential third party competition. We are a small, veteran
owned business and have tried to bid on service repair opportunities
only to discover that there really isn’t a bidding process. We’ve sent
e-mails to the responsible buyers but until the process changes to
unfair biddin
allow open bidding, we are only given opportunities through either
process;
manufacturers we do installations for and when a group is fed up
with their service provider/manufacturers. I hope this clarifies our
experience. From what I understand, our experience is not uncommon. In fact, one solicitation that ensure a 30% reduction in cost to
the government team, was cancelled after we hand delivered our bid.
If they are not going to open to bids, them why post the solicitation?
lack of oppts;
As a minority woman owned business owner, we are able to find
lack of transsome opportunities, however; we’d like to see more award opportuparency; lack of nities
given to our business. It has been extremely difficult.
edu
DEPARTMENT OF AGING AND DISABILITY: WE REQUESTED FOR
A TAS/PHC/CAC/RELOCATION SPECIALIST CONTRACT IN 5/4/2014
AND HAVE YET BEEN PROVIDED A CONTRACT NUMBER. SUCH
unfair; lack of
AS TRANSITIONAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES (TAS) CONTRACT IN
transparency
REGION 3. HOWEVER LARGER COMPANIES SUCH AS AREA ON
AGING- TLC AND RELOCATION SERVICES RECEIVED THERE IN
LESS THAN A MONTH 2016
I would like to see if the insurance contracts be broken down and
allow agents to compete with lg corporate companies. I notice that
for years/decades you have used the same agency. The current agenunfair
cy should not be allowed to block out other agency from obtaining
a quotes. Also net of commissions and bonus paid to agents keeps
small business from competing. Are excluded insurance Professional Services and goals.
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unfair treatment

unfair

There are barriers I have faced with the local state DOT. They have
refused to assist me with gaining my HUB certification, registering
me in their database so that I can find out about upcoming opportunities and blocking my ability to work with their industry partners.
There are some simple facts that prevent African Americans from
getting business. One is the many ‘tools’ that are at our disposal.
The government, and prime contracts see ‘Black’ and systematically
exclude African American businesses. Who is going to do something about it?, the government, prime contractors? We have a lot
of ‘help’ but there is no help, there is no accountability, there is no
incentive for the government or prime contractors to allow African
American participation. I have heard of African American businesses getting business, but none of that business that I have heard about
is sustaining. It is a crumb here and a crumb there. No real sustaining business. Only failed attempts, mine included.
F2. Do you feel you can competitively bid for government contracts/procurements?-TEXT

unfair requirements; need for
small bus. Considerations
unfair
unfair
EXCLUSION
AND BARRIERS TO ENTRY
unfair
unfair
unfair
unfair
unfair
unfair
lack of network;
unfair
unfair
lack of transparency
limited oppt;
need for small
business considerations
unfair; need for
small business
considerations

as a sole proprietorship the insurance indemnification requirements are almost impossible to obtain without the previous contract win awards
contracts go to large companies
Even though we have found success with different clients, we still get push
back from city procurement officers saying if we don’t have enough experience which I totally disagree with
EXCLUSION AND BARRIERS TO ENTRY IS WHAT HAS LED TO
THIS PROCESS TO CONDUCT THIS SURVEY
good old boy network
I believe it is based upon relationships all ready formed!
I feel most contracts are already targeted for a particular vendor before RFP
is let.
Most business awarded to larger contractors
No access to bid process. Too many things “sole sourced” when they don’t
have to be. Lack of following government established processes and requirements.
Proposals seems to be geared to eliminate certain groups.
There is a lot of red tape to access suppliers for minorities, there is a lot of
territory protection by suppliers who refuse to open up accounts for minority
suppliers in an effort to protect the territory for other suppliers. I have many
examples of this. I have customers however I am always sqeezed out of
opportunities at the supplier level. Without competitive products there is no
sale
They seem to always pick the same vendors
have no idea what is competitive and what isn’t
I have found that it’s near impossible to contract without governmental contracting experience. Even though I am a retired Air Force member, and have
held executive level (e.g., CFO, etc.) roles in the private sector.
No, not if selection criteria is based off of previous experience with a specific governmental entity or previous (unwritten) relationship with a department.
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unfair
Unfair; Unequal
playing field
unfair system

They seem to want larger companies with more experience
When specific items are requested contacting companies that are distributors
you receive quote then of course they are able to under bid
Because I feel the bid system has favorites or cheats
F2. Do you feel you can competitively bid for government contracts/procurements?-

lack of experience; need for
small business
considerations
lack of exp
lack of exp
lack of exp
lack of exp
lack of edu and
resources
lack of edu
lack of exp
lack of exp
lack of edu; need
for small business considerations
lack of exp
experience
experience
learn how
learn how
learn how
need for edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
need for edu
lack of edu of
process
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu and
network
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
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But I’m lacking the experience being an new company; its difficult
Experience is to big of a hurdle for emeging small companies.
I need more experience.
Inexperience
inexperience
lack if knowledge and resources
Lack of bidding knowledge
Lack of experience
No Experience working with Gov’t
Not sure how to engage with prime companies to get the past performance as
subcontractor in order to gain the experience to competitively bid.
Once I get the understanding of what I have do, I will never had to do one.
Lack of Past History/Resume with the Client
Business just started
At this moment no but I want to learn how.
I’m not clear on what makes a “winning” proposal.
Do not know enough about how to bid
Do not know the process
I don’t know enough
I don’t know how to.
I still need to learn the process better
lack of familiarity with the process and the value of a service
lack of knowledge
LACK OF KNOWLEDGE
lack of knowledge
Lack of knowledge and awareness of process
Lack of knowledge of the process, lack of connections
Need education and training
need more ducationo of how things work
Need training
Not enough information on bid process
Not enough knowledge on how to do so
Not familar with th bidding process
Not sure

lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu

Not sure how the process works
Not sure of the process and qualifications
Unfamiliar

lack of education I don’t have a PE license.

lack of exp
lack of edu

how to find
oppty

how to find
oppty
how to find
oppty
experience

learn how

lack of edu

lack of edu

lack of edu

lack of edu

lack of edu;
need for training

I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask
about?
Just starting out so this is new for me.
Will my business now be registered with Bexar County? Is there a
website I need to periodically visit for contract opportunities? Or, will
opportunities be emailed directly to me for consideration?
* How can we learn about and apply for additional education / training opportunities with Bexar County? / / Our company belongs to a
collaboration of about 10 individual companies (known as Phenomenon210) that can collectively / successfully fulfill educational and
training services for Bexar County. / / * How might we advertise various programs and upcoming events: / / 1. Dollars for Scholars (2016
- 17) / 2. College in Our Community College Fair (September 2016)
/ 3. Phenomenon 2016 (November 2016) / / * How might we bring
awareness to our non-profit company: Tech Skills on Wheels? / It is designed to function as a mobile technical laboratory that emphasizes the
STEM curriculum (and help close the gap in Information Technology)
throughout San Antonio and surrounding areas. (Some mobile libraries
engage the community in this same manner.)
Available State and Federal contracts in the area in where I am living,
(Laredo, TX)
Contacts for immediate opportunities, Local / State / Federal in line
with our business capabilities noted earlier. (General Contractor)
My information is based on overall personal experience, however I
have no experience working with agencies indicative of those invested
in or with this survey.
We would love the opportunity to learn about government contracts,
and would be very happy to have assistance, direction and support. We
have a great signage product but feel we are disadvantaged from being
able to promote our product due to the level of difficulty with Government contracts.
Thank you....I welcome the opportunity to learn how I can become a
contractor.
African American need to have a Business Development conference
statewide for the sole purpose of teaching persons how to start a business and how to sustain a business and develop WEALTH. That should
b a major focus for the ENTIRE AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY / / MEDIATION WORLDS WEALTHTHINKBANK / / I HAVE
A BOOK TITLE: HOW TO ACQUIRE AND KEEP WEALTH?
Being a new business owner, I would like to set up an appointment on
how to I can do bids with the county, state, and federal contracts.
I am interested in learning more about the types of projects in my field
of work that may be available. I do a lot of work outside of the Texas
with local governments (Louisiana and Mississippi) and with private
firms (Harvest Hilcorp, Rockwater Energy Solutions, Waste Management, Progressive Waste Solutions, Waste Connections, Energy Developments, Inc.). I would like to do more work in and around Texas.
I am new to the bidding/procurement process. I would love to have additional information for training to learn proper procedures to acquire
this knowledge.
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lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu;
lack of oppts
lack of edu
lack of edu
lack of edu;
accessibility
lack of edu;
training
lack of edu
lack of edu;
need for training
lack of edu

lack of edu

lack of edu
learn how

how to find
oppty

how to find
oppty
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I am very interested in Government contracts but don’t really understand how to get into it.
I have never worked with the government before, hence my neutrality
about many of these questions. I would like to work with the government in the future.
I worked for a company who had a contract with NASA, but I was not
at all included. / I would like to get an idea on how to pursue this. Will
probably need assistance.
I would like to get additional training on the bidding and procurement
prcess.
I would like to know what organizations are available for restructuring
businesses of my nature.
i would to do business with the local county and state goverment. /
thank you
My business is probably not the traditional business that procures contracts from the government. I really don’t know how to go about it. I
know that many government entities use live music but don’t know
how to reach the appropriate departments,
Needs a step by step process for bidding. Workshop
no i am interested in becoming more involved in obtaining contracts.
No this was a great survey.I instruct on two college campuses in their
school of business outside of running my small business. I see the lack
of information on a daily basis. I’m am also the founder of ROOTS
which is a local FB and meetup that does training and classes around
building solid business structures.
Once this take place I need to learn more about how to obtain contact’s,
do your company provides training.
Thank you for this opportunity to learn more about the process. I look
forward to learning more.
There should be classes given to start up business that want to do different contact and doesn’t understand how to do them.
we want to lern more how to work for the government opportunities
WE WOULD VERY MUCH LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT SUCCESSFULLY BIDDING FOR GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS / /
OUR EXECUTIVE SEARCH DIVISION CAN TAKE CONTRACTS
OF ANY SIZE / / THE LARGEST CONSULTING CONTRACT WE
HAVE HAD WAS 100,000 / / OUR FIRM IS MADE UP OF PROFESSIONAL CONTRACTORS ON 1099
Would very much like to do business with government entities. Willing
to learn how to acquire and bid.
I am listed with Bexar because I have sold art works to the University
Health system so many of these questions I have little experience with.
I would like to find out if there are any procurement funds to help our
media stations provide programming to the underserved African-American community in San Antonio. There are currently no R&B stations
in the market that serves this community and the only Gospel station
in the area has a poor signal that doesn’t reach the entire city of San
Antonio. I would like to find if if opportunities exist to secure funds to
purchase and initially run an FM station in this market or ways that I
can enhance my websites to help fill this void.
I would love to do more business with the government as well as provide education services 8n various areas.

how to find
oppty

how to find
oppty
learn how
learn how

lack of concrete oppts

how to find
oppty
how to find
oppty
how to find
oppty

limited oppt;
need for small
business considerations

In general, my products are not sought on a contractual basis. Many
state, federal, and local organization miss the opportunity to use us as
a source for HR initiatives, Employee/customer Appreciation, or business gifts.
Many of my clients seek the level of services we provide through out
of state media companies. Along with contracting, we need a platform
to let businesses know we are here for them since majority of our clients are other businesses seeking commercial both video and photography services
I marked most as “Not Applicable” because there is no “I dont know”
option.
What type of training do you provide for your employees and are there
enough qualified employee pool?
Currently have a government contract with the Department of Aging
and Disabilities for the State of Texas (DADS) that has a piggy back
clause allowing us to provide services for other government entities as
well. We have not been awarded any work at all as a result of this contract even though we won the bid, and the contract has been extended 2
times.
Being a new start-up business I just need to get that one opportunity
to win a small project <$100,000 so I can prove my company and to
establish a track-record.
How do I found Govermental subcontracting opportunities.
I havent received any bid information at all from Bexar.

F2. Do you feel you can competitively bid for government contracts/
procurements?Bid opportunities for legal services are limited, insurance requirements
are high and range of services requested exceeds small firm capabilities

Bonding market is not sufficient to allow small suppliers and companies
to compete.
Difficult to demonstrate comparable past performance with other compasmall business
nies
I believe that my team is capable of completing many of the software
requirements. However, for many university projects they require 5 past
small business
performance contracts with higher education/universities making it hard
to meet those reference needs.
small business Insurance requirements
unfair; need for It is my professional opinion that bids that require a large some of worksmall business ing capital at the beginning of a project create an unfair playing field
considerations between small and large corporations.
small business Lack of awards makes the business less marketable
small business Lack of resources
small business My buying power is low compared to huge companies
small business Need more equipment if required.
small business need capital, need staff
lack of edu and Not enough information or logistical support to compete but hope to be
resources
able to within a year.
small business
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no profit
small business
lack of edu and
resources
need for small
business considerations; not
worth it
lack of network; need for
small business
considerations
lack of resources
small business

need for small
business considerations

small business
lack of incentives or small
business considerations
lack of incentives or small
business considerations
not enough
staff
costs
unfair system
in terms of
requiring past
performance
for new businesses
networking
needs
lack of work =
lost employees
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not enough profit on jobs
Our Products usually don’t meet the monatary requirement for the formal bidding process
Resources and knowledge of process
Small business -- poor compensation by government

Small Local Firm...no “Big Name “ recognition
Small projects only; lack of capital
They’re never a good match for a small business.
Usually the bid process wants a list of my employees by name and their
aracheological experience. I use contract archaeologists on a project-by-project basis, so I do not know exactly who I will use as I do not
know who will be available at the time we do the field work. This stops
me from being able to bid. Also, state and federal agencies want experience in that specific county, and if you have never worked in that county
before, you can’t compete. But you can’t get the experience in the county unless you get a contract in that county; a “catch 22.”
Various cost
Due. To Group Health programs including EAPServices as part of their
Heath insurance and life insurance packages.

I think need bonding and insurance in place
No, because I don’t have the staff and the references.
Because of upfront costs
because of the past performance requirement makes it really difficult for
a new comapany
You need partners willing to work with you - no matter what kind of
experience you have, help is needed with bonding capacity.
Current local & state job availability and environment caused me to let
go most available staff

I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask
about?
lack of resources Access to Capital; Regulatory Requirements, Paperwork.
As a new start up I’m very interested in bidding opportunities with
Municipal, State and Federal Government Entities. From months of
lack of edu;need
research, especially in Texas, finding information, reaching contacts, unfor small busiderstanding processes has been difficult and not to mention costly. The
ness considerprocess for becoming a certified minority participant doesn’t appear to
ations
favor small businesses with limited capitol or underutilized or minority
businesses.
Ensuring that RFQs are not all inclusive but divided among NAICS
codes to promote more inclusion of small business. Also keep response
requirements short and to the point, small businesses may not have a
marketing person or marketing team dedicated to putting together proposals. / Higher goals for MWBE participation and only extension of
need for small
contracts for firms that meet MWBE goals consistently through their
business considHSP. Often we are a subcontractor and do not see any work on a projerations;
ect or very little. / Payment terms should not exceed 60 days for small
businesses and be careful of hefty insurance requirements, which can
be a barrier for small business participation. / When a small business
is awarded a contract as a prime, count the prime contractor as part of
fulfilling MWBE goals.
need for small
Need more bid opportunities for small business, particularly professionbusiness considal services. Insurance requirements need to be adjusted to size of the
erations; lack of
contract awarded otherwise small business is priced out.
oppts
starting off I have found myself in a catch 22. Not winning contracts
lack of small
for a lack of experience working with government, state, local entities.
business consid- How will a small business gain this experience if no one gives them the
erations
chance. More consideration of skills should be weighted in decision, in
particular, for services like graphic design/creative services.
Surveys are nearly always conducted just because there is a quota to be
met or something that has to be mandated, but if you are an minority
business and especially a black woman owned business, one will never
obtain a meaningful contract. So sometimes we just give up. There is
need for small
always talk about minorities don’t work, all they want is a government
business consid- handout. That is so not TRUE; a vast majority of minorities want meanerations
ingful jobs to support their families. I started this company based on
trying to help not only minority young generation and beyond, but the
older generation and all races. If I could get a contract and hire JUST
one qualified employee, that means that one person is not looking for a
career or work.
We are a mobile company as well as some storefronts. By being mobile
we can save time, money and maintain vehicles, equipment and anylack of small
thing with an engine (i.e. compressors). Every bid we get REQUIRES a
business consid- store front within 10-15 miles of your locations. This prohibits us from
erations
winning bids because we don’t need store fronts in order to perform the
work. / / Therefore you are spending more money and time because of
the “requirement” of storefront.
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We are able to competitively compete for any type of contract due to our
vast array of resources. Its been very hard as a small business to thrive
in the contract business, due to lack of previous history. There are programs out there, such as the 8a program, and the Mentor/protege program, in which they both require previous history and a certain amount
of revenue made, in order to qualify. These programs from my underlack of small
standing, were created to help small businesses obtain previous history,
business considbut you need previous history in order to obtain it. This seems to be very
erations
contradictory to me. With the Mentor/Protege program, a program that
was designed for a larger company to help a smaller company obtain
contracts, requires a certain amount of revenue made from previous
history of doing contracts, in order to qualify. Again very contradictory.
Thank you for the opportunity to have my company as an option to do
business with in the future. We very much appreciate it.
lack of incentives or small
This survey seemed to be more about contracting in general than any
business consid- minority contracting
erations
too small
On a scalable capacity the local staffing agencies
need an entry
Relatively new enterprise. We started bidding in September/October
oppty
2015.
I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask about?
I do not consider myself minority, but am women and disadvantaged financially. We have in the past been certified as DBE, but did not renew certification last year due to time constraints caused by growth of business and
inadequate funding to hire needed staff. / / My answers to the employee
no credit for
questions were limited to actual employees. However much of our shop labor
temp-outsource
is hired as needed through a staffing agency. Currently we are only using 1-2,
staffing capacity
but last year ran as many as 25-30 additional workers. We are color blind and
our shop workers are a varied mix of ethnicity. Our shop foreman does speak
Spanish, for workers who do not have good English skills, but we encourage
the use of English to better their skills.
Most government contracts should be un-bundled to allow greater particiunfair; lack of
pation by medium to smaller firms. Prior relations with many government
network; barrier
agencies add additional points in their scoring process. This prevents new and
for new entries
smaller minority firms from participating on even footing.
Most minority contractors are subs because it is impossible to finance a project, yet, the GC is awarded the project and is not out any cash because the
minority sub is doing the work. The minority sub needs payroll, equipment,
materials, which have to be paid in 30 days. The sub does not get any money
unfair treatment
until 8 weeks after project starts. The owner is not out any money until work
of subs; burden
is complete or the owners get 60 days of completed work before they are out
on subs
any money. / Solution: minority subs should get paid weekly at 75% with
one week behind. Every 30 days they get the additional 20% billed to owner
which is paid within 2 weeks. Owner hold 5 % retainage until project is complete. Retainage to be paid at 30 days max.
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unequal playing
field

lack of oppt;
lack of network
poor treatment
of subs
lack of network/
relationships
with primes
need for networking and
building relationships among
primes and subs;
need for small
business considerations
mistreatment of
subs

lack of transparency; lack of
network; unfair
treatment of
subs

There has got to be a way suppliers are incentivized to include minorities in
their supply chain, there has got to be. We have been in business for 6 years
and the supply line has been our biggest challenge. Minorities are squeezed
out, period! Without a good reliable product source at a competitive price,
there is no business. Our company’s name is out there and we are invited to
participate daily, so what is the problem, we never win. We put as little as
10% margin, which is not enough to sustain a business and still never win
the contracts. When we contact suppliers, they send us to work with their
preferred master distributors who by the time they have added their mark-up,
there is nothing left to work with.
Cant’ seem to get sub-contractor opportunities since most winning firms don’t
want to change their respective subs. Haven’t been able to win as a prime,
but can’t get other firms to use me a sub-consultant.
Generally, we work as a subcontractor to a major GC. The treatment of small
subs by GC’s could be difficult at times due to unfair practices by Project
Management and Estimators. There is the face the GC’s tell the government
officials and the actual practices we experience from GC’s and Owner Buyers.
I am a small start up company with a lot of talent, but it seems I cannot get a
federal or state contract unless I come in as a Sub-contractor. Is there an opportunity to have work, to prove ability (Get in the door)?
In order to perform construction contracts, with any government entity, small
businesses need to know the prime contractors on a very good level in order
to partner. The construction industry is a high risk industry and prime contractors are very hesitant to do business with entities they do not know. In order
to get more participation from small businesses, more has to be done to introduce primes to small businesses and there HAS TO BE HELP with bonding
capacity and financing. The only way primes will feel comfortable entering
into an agreement with a small firm is if the risk is removed - therefore the
bonding.
Large companies get the contracts , but do not help the smaller companies African American companies are continuously abused and thrown off
jobs months after the March companies receive the contracts with the African-American company certification
Some Ideas and Suggestions to improve the process: / / 1. Public Agencies
should do a better job of informing unsuccessful bidders on the reasons for
their non-selection. / 2. Large, multi-year procurement opportunities should
have “mandatory” pre-bid meetings to ensure sub-contractors are able to
communicate with actual prime vendors directly; e.g. at these pre-bid meetings prime vendors would have dedicated table space after the formal pre-bid
and be “required” to meet (network) with subs in attendance. / 3. The goal
setting process in most public entities is “flawed”. / 4. The internal selection
process (selection team) for selecting professional service contractors needs
to be vastly improved. / 5. More emphasis should be place on Contract Compliance involving prime/sub relationships with respect to (a) prompt payment
(b) substitution (c) retainage amount - release of retainage. / 6. Minority Businesses should be consulted for their input when procurements specifications
are being developed.

need for small
Subcontract agreements should be required to include mediation on how isbusiness considsues of non-payment would be resolved.
erations
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unfair treatment
of subs; burden
on subs

The process of bidding Government work is not the real issue. The real issue
is when a general contractor request a bid , tells you are right there and then
awards to someone who has bonding. This is frustrating because you made
them aware before you / bid the project and then they dangle the meat that
everyone needs and then they say we went with a company that has the bonding, higher price / none minority. ( So so many GC’s use the good faith effort
which is just a loop hole they can use to say they tried when i reality they
haven’t they have used what the system allows to manipulate to get what they
wanted all along)

compliance
issues; unfair
treatment of
subs

Why are jobs awarded to major contractors and they in turn decide who to
give jobs too. / / Who monitors these large contractors to ensure they meet
their percent of HUB subs used?

lack of resources
lack of capital

bonding
bonding help
pre-pay cards for
employees

How can we provide a prepaid MasterCard for employers to pay employees

time to pay is too
long

My Company can provide Payroll cards for any size company-MasterCard Approved company
That was an.interesting question about how the effects of not getting paid for
months effect your company. /

need cert
no cert
no cert

F2. Do you feel you can competitively bid for government contracts/procurements?Not until I can receive proper credentials needed
I’d like to ass more certifications to be more competitive
unable to qualify as MWBE

payroll cards
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I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask about?
Easy access to funds to help small businesses
Sources of Fund for small business are very difficult if not impossible. We are
high tech molecular diagnostics company that has got the highest rate of National
certificates and has a staff of highly qualified scientist, but still can’t access sources
of funds.
Yes. Has bonding changed on government contracts or is it the same 5% or more?
Is there a way for a small minority business to acquire bonding for large government contracts without using their cash capital?
Bonding requirements

I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask about?
First, it is apparent that your questions are not geared toward Federal Government Contractors. For example, your questions do not address the restrictive
nature of DCAA cost accounting and advertisement. / / Second, this study
should focus on Small Business not African American business owners. I
work just as hard as any minority business owner and I’m tired of not being
able to complete for an opportunity because of my race. Find out “WHY”
small business are not competing. / / Third, where are the questions about
how long it takes for contractors to receive payment from the Federal, State,
or County procurement agencies. We are not going after county jobs when
your payment record is above 60-days. For the federal side, I have two FAR
Contract where I must call the payment officer each month on/about the 15th
of each month and ask for payment within the 30-days window; otherwise its
45 or 60 days. Every month I make the same two phone calls. / / Fourth, recommend you understand why small business are having a hard time growing
capacity in today’s Lowest Price Technical Acceptable environment. Capacity
requires the ability to manage projects and programs; the ability to accomshould focus on plish technical tasks within their business competencies; and the past perforsmall not single mance that provides documented experience. Building capacity requires three
key events; improvement of small-business owner(s) skills and knowledge;
group
the creation and sustainment of organizational systems; and past performance
that creates both revenue and experience. Small businesses struggle with
the three to five-year period. Generally, small business struggle with gaining work because of lack of past performance, they are overwhelmed with
back office requirements and cannot afford to hire assistance, and they lack
the revenue to enable their focus on business development. In many cases,
business owners are looking for short-answer solutions (questions to back-office requirements) without costing them $300 or more for simply asking
the question. Business owners use small business seminars to help address
their questions; but more importantly to gain revenue by either linking with
PRIME contractors or learning of a business opportunity. Staff offices should
look at ways to reduce experience requirements versus the standard detailed
5-years of experience. Do not just add another PTAC like organization in
Bexar County; look for tangible ways to grow capacity. Loans are not the
solution; we do not want to borrow what we cannot pay back, or puts us into
a further cash flow issue.
Getting all the certifications is time consuming and not easy!!! We worked
for a year to get federal, state and multiple local certifications!! / / We believe that all government organizations, across all levels of government,
should accept each other’s certifications. We are a VA CVE SDVOSB. A
cumbersome cert
federal certification that was time consuming and required a lot of paperwork
process
to achieve. A federal certification from the Department of Veterans Affairs
should be accepted by state, county and municipal government agencies. Our
Texas HUB should be recognized by every state agency, county and city /
city agency.
I feel that having set-aside certifications such as HUB and Service-Disalbed/
cumbersome
Veteran Owned/Small Business (SDVOSB) mean little to nothing and have
cert process; not
brought my business no competitive advantage. Why even go through the
worth it
hassle of having set asides if they are not used.
Need to pay more attention to setting aside business for Verified Service Disunfair; lack of
abled Veteran Owned Businesses (SDBOSB). As military city USA, more
oppts
needs to be done.
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certs and gov
as advatanges/
assist?
not minority but
certified
cert
cert

need for mentorship and education
need for mentorship and education
need for mentorship and education
need for mentorship and education
need for mentorship and
education; lack
of oppts; lack of
network
lack of edu; lack
of network

lack of network
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Do you as a small firm believe you have an advantage with your certifications? / / Do you as a small firm believe government officials make it easier
for small businesses to be successful? / / Do you as a small firm believe the
government agencies are there to assist you or the government?
We are not a minority-owned business, but in the email that accompanied this
survey we were encouraged to complete it anyway. We are SBE, WBE and
HUB certified and are interested in any opportunities that may arise around
the state of Texas and beyond.
You do not list service disabled veteran owned small businesses or TxHUB as
choices.
I think there should questions related to federal certifications, such as Section
8(a) program.
I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask about?
Have the state start a newly developed Apprentice / Partnership program or require
larger contracting companies to bring on smaller companies so that they learn the
ropes and get more acquainted with the overall government contract/bidding process.
I may have missed it however, I did not a question relating to mentor protégé
opportunities. In addition, there are a significant number of veterans who are also
African American. I did not see this address. / / What will be the ultimate outcome of this survey?
I would love to have a mentor to help with these processes
Mentorship program
More on how one with limited experience with the client can gain an opportunity
to be successful on future contracts...ie with limited solicitations in a year...few
teaming opportunities....recommendations on how to “gain” the needed experience
and resume with the Client. / / Or / Recommendations on how to translate “other
successful matching experience with other similar client” to new clients? / / Help/
Suggestions to be successful with a New Client
Need assistance gaining entrance into city market for competitive bidding and
acquisition of contracts. Need to get started building reputation and brand n contracting.
I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask about?
How to obtain a list of prospective prime consultant pursuing architectural/engineering design contracts.

lack of network;
need for mentors
and training

lack of edu; need
for mentorship /
training how to

We have applied for the Mentor / Protege program through several agencies;
however it is my understanding that there is a lack of Mentors available. Many of
the HUB or vendor events drive the same agencies and people to the conference. It
would be helpful if CTO’s or those that make technology decisions in these departments show up to some of these conferences. I believe that it would also be helpful
if it wasn’t marketed as just a HUB vendor fair as I would love the opportunity to
meet prime vendors face to face and discuss ways to partner rather than through
email, phone calls, etc with a short window to get to know another organization
and put together information before a bid is due.
What financing programs and resources are available for small businesses? / Do
you arrange mentor mentee protégé programs? / Are incubators available?

Years in business as a federal contractor, highest dollar amount of contracts completed, accessibility to organizations familiar with government contracting & funding capability as an equity partner, info to increase small woman owned business
networking needs
& last but not least, the amount of contracts available from our National Guards
throughout the U.S., possibility of Texas contractors having a mutual building
facility for strength in knowledge & working together.
There are just too many places to look for potential contracts, all of which have
different registration procedures. You have to individually look up each contracting
too many places
entity. It is just very confusing. I would be glad to bid more contracts, but it is very
to look
time consuming to find possible opportunities. Then trying to figure out what the
procurement officer wants back can be frustrating.
lack of solicitaThough I appreciate my business being recognized. I’m amazed that I can receive
tions; access to
all the surveys and no bid solicitations. /
bids?
As a new business it can be difficult trying to get into contracts of any kind. People
lack of edu; need
are willing to point you in the direction you need to go but not willing to assist you
for mentorship/
with the process. They expect you to know the terminology and it seems frustrating
training how to
for people to answer questions or at least more than one or two.
As a new business owner trying to get a government contract the hardest thing is
learning how to set up a bid proposal. The past performance is what stops me from
gaining contract opportunities. Networking is fine but it hard to get mentorship
lack of edu; need
to help a new owner. If there was a class that can help offer some Q/A. For me I
for mentorship/
would like to sit and talk to someone that is going to mentor me. The federal 8a
training how to
program has mentor program but you have to be in the 8a to get in the program. I
don’t understand that. The State has a mentor program but there are no working
numbers for me to speak to someone. So for the last year it has been very difficult.
If there are opportunities for our company to do more government work, we are
looking for oppts
ready and willing to bid on those projects.
It would be nice to see more opportunities with the Bexar County for administrative work. Constantly I see opportunities for construction work, and this is the
same for the city of San Antonio. It was 5 years before I saw a solicitation posted
lack of oppts
for anything related to administrative work and that was for temp employees. My
biggest barrier in working with the city or the county is a lack of diversification in
solicitations. It’s also difficult to provide an option for my company to be a sub
contractor when I don’t even know what agencies are interested in being the prime.
looking for oppts looking for more work
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lack of oppts
lack of clarity
among resources
looking for oppts
looking for oppts

Most of the solicitation emails for RFQ and RFP we receive those that are not
related to our business.
San Antonio has numerous resources that seemingly overlap. I would love clarity
on what each service center provides for business development and contract procurement.
My company just had our HUB and Minority certifications renewed recently. For
the past 5 years I have had a full time position and only worked our business parttime. In December, 2015 I was laid off so I am trying to grow our company.
Please contact us about Spanish translation services! :)

I1. Was there anything else you would like to add that we did not ask about?
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horrible lack of
communication
how to find oppty

When I answered these questions, I answered for all my government contracts - especially my federal ones. I find it very difficult to find bid opportunities for the City of San Antonio, Bexar county, and other local municipalities. Your small business specialist at Bexar
County (with the exception of Ms. Watson) are horrible communicators and their interaction at conferences give me the impression that they do not want the interaction. I
realize that I must do my part to market, but it is very obvious that some personnel in the
small business office should not be there at all as they have no customer service skills.

hard to reach,
unreachable or
voicemail and no
callbacks

Yes, it is very hard to reach agencies contacts. Many times when calling you receive
voicemail, with no call back to messages. (Both government agencies, prime contractors
and private industry.) Many Small Business Specialist, Contract Specialist, Purchasing
Agents, as well as Diversity Managers and Liaison are unreachable. Small contracts and
procurement opportunities below the bid threshold are not extended. These type of
opportunities can help small businesses remain in business. Loans are the only means
of keeping working capital, but banks are only interested in businesses with large cash
reserves. Also, banks are only looking at personal net worth (Individual Social Security
Number and not the business Dun & Bradstreet credit worthiness)

impossible to ID or
reach procurement
contact

The most difficult part of gaining information from various government agencies is getting
through to the right party. I’ve been trying to connect with military and VA to bring
awareness of my specialty adaptive underwear for women and they either do not understand what I sell or they automatically dismiss my services because they can not relate to
the need to the end-user. Yet, I know the market is there and very much in need of what
I’m offering. It’s been a very long and frustrating task getting through to both entities and
I’ve yet to hear back from either departments. My customers love the product and they
in fact suggested I contact both military and VA to bring awareness of my product.

The UTSA Statistical Consulting Center (SCC) operates within the Department of Management Science and
Statistics in the College of Business. The SCC provides statistical consulting services to UTSA faculty, staff,
students, as well as individuals in the community.
Our staff consists of Management Science and Statistics faculty and Ph.D. students in applied statistics. After an
initial free consultation, hourly rates are determined based on UTSA affiliation and election of either faculty or
student SCC staff.
The UTSA Statistical Consulting Center provides assistance with the following:
• Power and sample-size calculations
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Interpretation of and reporting results
• Creation of graphs and tables
• Statistical programming
Contact Details
Statistical Consulting Center
Business Building
Department of Management Science and Statistics
University of Texas at San Antonio
E-mail: daniel.sass@utsa.edu
(210) 458-6349
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About the Center for Community & Business Research
The Center for Community and Business Research (CCBR) is one of ten centers at the University of Texas at
San Antonio Institute for Economic Development. The function of the institute can best be described as economic development extension services, and the combination of complimentary programs within a single organization is not replicated anywhere else.
As a result, the strength of the institute is not just in its research products, but also in its ability to serve as a
communication and spillover platform for the variety of non-profit/for-profit, private and public sector members
across the very diverse and large region that is the State of Texas. Each center at the UT San Antonio institute is
specifically designed to address different economic, community, and small-to-medium-sized business development needs.
CCBR conducts regional evaluation, assessment, and long-term applied research on issues related to community
and business development. This research arm at the institute promotes a unique mix of university, educational
and community service missions. CCBR serves the needs of economic development agencies, workforce development boards, businesses, associations, city, state and federal governments and other community stakeholders
in search of information to make better informed decisions. As a result, the CCBR is able to address the needs
of and serve organizations across the entire state, as well as Latin America. This is done through the use of various techniques including, but not limited to:
Economic Impact Analyses
Feasibility Studies and Market Analyses
Surveys of Business and Community Organizations
Community and Economic Development Studies
Transportation Studies
Economic Development Corporation/Department Analysis and Evaluation
Monitoring and Evaluation
EB-5 Regional Center Studies
Interdependent Critical Infrastructure Analysis
Analysis of Secondary Data
Report Writing and Presentation
For more information about CCBR or the Institute for Economic Development, please contact (210) 458-2020.
The mission of the Institute for Economic Development is to provide ongoing consulting, training, technical,
research and information services in tandem with University-based assets and resources, and other state, federal
and local agencies, to facilitate economic, community and business development throughout Texas.
Working together to build the economy one business at a time.
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